I write to you, readers, as
a proud Asian American
woman and contributor to the
publication you hold in your
hands. I write because you
must know that I am not alone
here and never have been. You
are reading this because our
editorial team provided this
space for me to speak my truth
mere days before publication
without hesitation. I wept.

We all know how it feels to
put our heads down and keep
walking because—according
to the model minority
stereotype perpetuated by
white supremacist capitalist
patriarchy—we are the least
oppressed. We are privileged.
I am wracked with guilt when
I stick up for myself, calling
myself a bitch or an asshole. We
are none of these things.

Because until this year, I did not
believe that I deserved to take
up space as a representative of
my people—Asian Americans,
Koreans, transnational
and transracial adoptees,
immigrants, and children of
nations ravaged by imperialist
war—particularly in New
Orleans. But on March 16, when
a white supremacist terrorist
murdered eight people—
including six Asian-descended
women workers (four Koreans)
in three spas and massage
parlors in Atlanta, Georgia—I
was left with no other choice.
Asian Americans are being
slaughtered in our workplaces
and in our homes. We are
under attack in the streets. Our
elders are bleeding out on the
pavement. Hate crimes against
Asian Americans range from
harassment to murder and have
increased over 150% since the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic
in the United States. 68% of
reported violations are against
Asian American women. I see
my birth names, my face, my
ancestors, and the culmination
of many bodily fears in headlines
and images.

New Orleanians have an
uncanny ability to turn violence
committed against people of
color into a sick celebration of
our “cultural gumbo.” Asian
Americans are suffering now

Anti-Asian racism and hate
crimes have a much longer
history in the United States
and Louisiana, and their toxic
tentacles are alive and well in
our own city. All too often I
am followed by men who roll
down car windows and yell
“Ni hao!” and “Konnichiwa!” I
take a sharp turn in the wrong
direction from my house, and
an epithet of “Fuck you, chink
bitch,” echoes down the street.
Men of all ages, races, and
political commitments tell
me that they have “never been
with an Asian woman.” They
ask me where I’m really from
and if I can speak English. If
I snap back, bystanders look
at their phones or avert their
eyes. These stories are shared
by countless other Asian
American women in our city.

escaped Spanish galleons in
Acapulco, Mexico, made their
way east to Vera Cruz, then
north to Louisiana, and founded
villages in today’s St. Bernard
Parish. African-descended
people and immigrants from the
Canary Islands known as Isleños
were part of these communities.
In the 19th century, Chinese
men known as “coolies” toiled
on plantations, in schemes
to replace enslaved African
and African American people
after Emancipation. Historian
Moon-Ho Jung (in his book
Coolies and Cane: Race,
Labor, and Sugar in the Age of

workers to plantations. Under
this still brutal labor regime,
Chinese and Black workers
were forced to compete for jobs.
Many Chinese and Black people
fled these deplorable conditions
and took up work in urban
centers, such as factories, run
by rich white people in different
clothing. In the 20th century, a
bustling Chinatown on Tulane
Avenue (one of two Chinatowns
in New Orleans) was bulldozed
to make way for President
Roosevelt’s Works Progress
Administration projects. We
were pushed out by America’s
favorite liberal white savior.
So, in fact, Asian-descended
people are not “over there.”
We have been here, in the
thick of it all, for a long time.
We comprise hundreds of
national origins, ethnic groups,
and cultural practices that
become condensed into “Your
People.” Whether we arrived
as refugees of imperialist war,
agricultural workers, maroons,
families, students, fishermen,
shopkeepers, and so many
more... we are all “Our People.”
Countless times I’ve felt as if I
was slipping off the edge of the
world. Clawing and screaming
into a void with only the
desirability or infantilization
of my body to keep me from
falling over the edge. Protected
because I am doll-like. Seen
because I am “exotic.”

Vigil at the Magnolia Bridge on Bayou St. John on Saturday, March 20. Photo courtesy
of Asians for Justice (an inclusive community that seeks to unify Asian-identified people
and allies in the greater New Orleans area in the struggle for human rights through
education, advocacy, and direct action)

and have been for centuries. We
are scared, scarred, and enraged.
We are being cooked alive in the
gumbo pot.
There is a common gesture
among New Orleanians. Folks
refer to “Your people, over
there,” and sweep their arms in
the general direction of New
Orleans East, home to Village
de L’Est, a thriving community
founded by Vietnamese
immigrants who fled overseas
terror inflamed by U.S. military
intervention in the 1970s,
along with Thai, Laotian, and
Cambodian peoples. As early as
the 18th century, Filipino men

Emancipation) explains how
“the insatiable global demand
for coolies manifested in an
upsurge of kidnappings and
fraudulent schemes, coercive
tactics that drove Chinese
residents to equate the trade
to ‘pig-dealing.’” Though
the Chinese were treated as
perpetual foreigners and barred
from citizenship, the immigrant
uplift narrative has long been
manipulated by Southern
white landowners and barons
of industry to seed intra- and
inter-racial divisions. Some
Chinese residents became
middle-men called “crimps”
who brought more Chinese

Louisiana is slipping off the
edge of the world, too. When
you’ve lived here long enough,
you know that if you’re not
careful, the landscape itself can
swallow you up. The places that
remember you often fall into the
wrong hands and then into the
Gulf of Mexico.
New Orleans, I would put my
body on the line to protect your
most vulnerable. Many Asian
Americans would do the same
to demand an equitable and safe
society for all. Will you defend
us in the face of danger? Our
community is grieving. At the
same time, we are fortifying and
preparing, but never forgetting.
Will you be ready to answer our
call? —Robin Bo Eun McDowell
For more info on calls to action
and how to get involved, go to
asiansforjustice.org and
vayla-no.org.
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FEEDBACK

In early March we received the following letter from someone who is currently
incarcerated at the Raymond Laborde Correctional Center ( formerly known as
Avoyelles Correctional Center), located in unincorporated Avoyelles Parish near
Cottonport, Louisiana. As with our regular incarcerated columnist Leather,
the following has been transcribed, with minimal edits for clarity and format,
from a handwritten letter. Because of barriers that restrict and complicate
communication with people in prison, we are unable to independently
corroborate any claims herein.

I’m writing in hopes that you’ll publish an article I wrote. I understand
ANTIGRAVITY already has a writer that is incarcerated. I just want
Louisianians to know what’s happening at this prison. If you decide
to publish my article I wish to remain anonymous, due to retaliation.
I even thought of an alias: “Saint Leonard”—the patron saint of
prisoners, a way of paying homage to Saint Agatha. I loved her articles
and miss them greatly!
The Duly Convicted
“The new age is upon us and
yet the past refuses to rest in its
shallow grave...”
—Immortal Technique
I’m a prisoner in Cottonport,
Louisiana at the facility
Raymond Laborde Correctional
Center. I’m writing because
I want people to know about
the alarming injustices
happening here by the prison
administration.
The entire prison has been on
lockdown for almost a year now.
Before the lockdown prisoners
were able to go to school, attend
church services, and partake
in self-help programs. On
weekends they could have inperson visits with loved ones—
their parents, children, spouses,
and friends would show up,
travelling many miles away, just
to show the incarcerated person
that they are loved. These
“privileges” helped alleviate the
psychological pain one suffers
with from being incarcerated.
A heavy and oppressive
melancholy fell upon the prison
population since the lockdown
started. Understandably so,
without the curricular activities
and the essential visits,
prisoners now spend most of
the day crammed on their tiers
with 50 other prisoners. Lately,
prisoners—including myself—
have become very irritable and
angry. They feel lonely, just as
everyone else is feeling during
this devastating pandemic.
High tensions and animosity
percolate due to everyone
dealing with these negative
emotions simultaneously. I
watch people every day get into
heated arguments and fights

about silly things they wouldn’t
normally get mad about.
Everyone is on edge.
To make matters worst, it
seems as if the prison staff is
hellbent on exacerbating the
growing tensions on the prison
population. A new warden has
recently replaced the old one,
who died from COVID-19 a few
months back. The new warden’s
administration implemented
new rules and procedures that
are seemingly senseless, like a
new rule that prohibits anyone
from leaving their tables in
the kitchen when they’re done
eating. Everyone has to be
told when they can leave now.
This traps everyone inside the
kitchen for longer amounts of
time in a place where everyone
is just a few inches apart and
can’t possibly social distance.
This new administration also
reinstated—exactly right after
Trump lost the election—the
disgusting exercise of bringing
prisoners out to the “field” to do
insignificant work, like picking
up sticks or chopping grass
with a hoe. This forced labor
amounts to slavery. Prisoners
haven’t been made to go work
in the fields in many years; why
would this new administration
start it back up now, especially
when there’s a global crisis
raging and everyone is already
going through so much? Most
prisoners believe it is because
Trump lost the election. It’s
a way for this prison to keep
alive Trump’s fight for white
supremacy and to make America
great again, as it was before
the Civil War. The notion is
plausible. Many officers here are
outspoken Trump supporters

and they were noticeably
affected by the results of the
election; since the election
they act more belligerent and
write more people up on rule
infractions for frivolous things.
I’m white but I’m deeply
troubled by the racism in forcing
a majority of Black men to do
free labor. The slavery we’re
all going through is wrong
but knowing the history of
America, the awareness of any
Black person forced to do free
labor (especially in a town in
Louisiana named Cottonport!)
should make every American
furious. It’s unconscionable.
For the first few days after they
started bringing us out to the
field, I kept thinking about how
history class taught me that
the 13th amendment abolished
slavery. I told this to a Black
friend of mine. He looked at
me incredulously and replied,
“Stupid, this is Amerca.”
Prisons are safety hazards, as the
pandemic has shown. Right now
prisoners are scared. Despite
the painful consequences of the
lockdown, most of us accept the
lockdown because we want to
stay safe and healthy. The prison
staff appear to be indifferent to
our anxiety. Most officers refuse
to wear a mask. New cases of
the coronavirus are popping up
among the prison population;
we have hundreds of new cases.
The only way prisoners can get
it is from the staff. They can
at least wear a mask to keep
everyone safe.
Right now Louisiana needs to
be releasing prisoners with
preexisting conditions and those
with a short amount of time left.
We’re not seeing it. Last week 10
people went up for parole. Only
2 made. My friend was among
the ones denied. He was denied
for the severity of his crime—
drug racketeering. Did the
people on the parole board know
pharmaceutical companies
made tens of billions of dollars
getting Americans addicted
to opiates and no one did any
time in jail for it? Yet, my friend
had to spend 10 years of his life
locked away in prison and can’t
even make parole with just a
year left on his sentence.
With the last warden more
people made parole. During
parole hearings he spoke
passionately on the behalf of
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everyone that was suitable to
leave. Not the new warden. He
delegates lower ranking wardens
to show up at the hearings, who
stay mostly silent and speak up
for almost no one. Consequently,
almost no one makes parole.
To add to the prison’s inequities,
there has been many rumors
of prisoners being beaten by
officers. One day a couple of
weeks ago, I witnessed a guy
standing on the breezeway
speaking to a friend through
a chain-link fence. A ranking
officer, full of rage and without
a mask, began yelling at him
to “get up against the fucking
fence.” The guy who was talking
to his friend gently replied that
he wanted to talk to the officer
about why he was standing on
the breezeway (it’s against the
rules). The ranking officer barked
that he could talk to him when he
gets a fucking badge, and called
for backup. An escort of officers
came to help detain the guy, who
so far was obeying the commands
of the first officer. They put him
in handcuffs and led him to
the cell blocks. Later that day
a friend of mine saw him being
pushed in a wheelchair from the
infirmary with bruises and lumps
scattered across his face. The
rumor that circulated through
the prison was that when the
officers got him inside the cell
blocks they brutally beat him
while he remained in handcuffs.
Because there are no phones
with cameras to catch this kind
of treatment, police brutality
in prison goes unscathed and
widely unknown to the public.
It is easy to dismiss the wrongs
being done to those who’ve
done wrong themselves.
Dismissing the wrongs I just
illustrated would be a mistake.
Nelson Mandela once noted
that a great nation is judged by
the way it treats its weakest and
most vulnerable citizens. If the
justice system is truly meant to
rehabilitate people it would try
to pick us up rather than tear
us down. If these words or the
visual of human bodies laboring
in Louisiana’s fields bothers
you please raise your voice
and demand a stop to forced
servitude and the extreme
oppression of prisoners. You
can also join local justicereform organizations to
participate in the cause to help
incarcerated people. Thank
you. —Saint Leonard

WILD WAVES
by Taylor Balkissoon

Happy Aries season everyone! It’s the start of the astrological year! Spring is
springing! We are vital, we are inspired, we are assertive, we are ready to face
anything. Aries is cardinal fire, the spark of individuality that begins each of
our journeys. It is an opportunity to crusade against that which plagues you
internally and externally, set fire to the things that do not serve you, and rise
from the ashes. Aries are leaders, warriors, pioneers. This month their ruling
planet Mars will be transiting the air sign Gemini, which combined with the
sun being in Aries, will make many of us feel like we are trying to go in a million
different directions. Conversely, Gemini’s ruling planet Mercury will be entering
Aries, making communications much more direct and fiery than last month
when Mercury was in Pisces. This can absolutely be to our advantage as we take
on new projects and relationships and make time for fun! But don’t forget your
inner warrior, who needs to be strategic, loyal, and focused. Aries is deep, primal
love. These transits are about learning how we communicate and express our
love—both to ourselves and to others—with honesty, and through action.
bringing passion, drive, and will to
the forefront of your consciousness.
This energy, combined with the fiery
nature of Aries season, can maximize
your potential, but only if you can
find stability in your community
and how you communicate your
vision. Starting mid-month, many
planets will be in Taurus transiting
your 12th house, marking a need to
establish stable foundations in your
subconscious before your dreams
come true.
ARIES
Happy You season, you beautiful
badass! This month the sun will
transit your sign through April
20th, and you are likely to be feeling
reinvigorated after wading through
the abyss that is watery Pisces
season. Aries is (stereotypically)
always down for a good time, and
your ruling planet Mars will be
transiting Gemini, another funloving spring sign. Harness this Mars
energy by investing in friendships
and embracing your inherent ability
to communicate effectively and
powerfully. The new moon in your
sign on April 11th will be sextile
Mars—a good time to set intentions
to let go of old anger and do what you
can to transform it into love.
TAURUS
This month the sun will be transiting
your 12th house, illuminating your
subconscious as you reflect on the
past year. It’s a good time to release
old cycles that no longer serve you,
which can be difficult for particularly
stubborn Tauruses. The new moon
in Aries is a good time to meditate
on things in your life that inhibit
growth, and things that encourage it.
By the time the sun enters your sign
on April 20th, many other planets—
Mercury, Venus, and Uranus—will
also be in Taurus in your first house.
Hopefully this will have you feeling
stable and supported in new ways.
GEMINI
April is going to be quite the month for
you Gemini—it’s time for the rubber
to hit the road. Mars will be in your
sign and transiting your first house,

CANCER
Aries and Cancer are both cardinal
signs, and this month you will
probably feel invigorated and ready
to start new creative projects.
Though fire and water might seem
like opposites, when they combine
they open up many possibilities. Do
you want to be steam? A healing hot
spring? A rainbow? It’s all possible.
Taurus season will start on the 20th,
shortly before Mars enters your sign
on the 25th. If you feel a little too
heated during Aries season, Taurus
season and Mars movement into
your sign will ground you in your
receptive, caring nature.
LEO
Happy Aries season, Leo! Aries is a
fellow fire sign, and this season you
are probably feeling ignited and
passionate in ways you haven’t felt for
a while. The sun, Venus, and Mercury
will all be transiting your 9th house,
which is ruled by the third fire sign
Sagittarius. This is an opportunity to
feel freer and to find balance between
your fixed nature and the potential
offered by prioritizing freedom in
communication and love. Leos can
learn from Aries’ energy to follow
impulses and shine as bright as they
want to! Use the new moon in Aries
on the 11th to release ego fears and
embrace self-love and acceptance.
VIRGO
This month it’s your turn to go
through difficult but rewarding
eighth house transits. The eighth
house is associated with death,
rebirth, secrets, and shared resources.
This area of your chart will be

illuminated by the sun, Mercury, and
Venus—an invitation to take a deep
dive into your fears and subconscious
habits surrounding your relationship
with yourself and with others. Have
you been giving too much? Have you
withheld feelings to avoid conflict?
Have you acted out of fear instead
of love? Now is the time to face your
shadows and bring them to the
surface, so that they might transform
into understanding and growth. This
growth will feel incredibly rewarding
once the sun enters fellow earth sign
Taurus on the 20th.
LIBRA
The sun, Mercury, and Venus will
all be transiting your seventh house
of partnership, cooperation, and
harmony. Though this is a generally
beneficial transit, the fact that these
planets are in Aries can lead to
impulsive decisions that might not
achieve the balance you seek. Having
the wisdom to see where this energy
is valuable and where it can cause
you (or others) harm is the lesson
here. Be particularly mindful of your
cardinal nature—the pull toward
your sister sign Aries is exciting but
might come with fiery consequences.
SCORPIO
In many ways Aries and Scorpio
are as different as signs can get: one
brash and bold, the other cautious
and calculating. What they have in
common is that both share Mars
as their traditional ruler, and thus
there are shared themes of power
and aggression. This season you
might feel particularly sensitive to
aggression as Mars transits your
eighth house in the sign of Gemini.
The eighth house is associated with
death, transformation, and shared
resources. If somebody is taking
you for granted, make sure you say
so. If you are feeling insecure or on
edge during Aries season, the sun’s
movement into your sister sign of
Taurus on the 20th will hopefully
encourage a stronger sense of
security and self-worth. The full
super moon in your sign on the
27th might lead to the surfacing
of uncomfortable subconscious
fears and desires, but if harnessed
correctly this can result in a sense of
renewal and clarity.
SAGITTARIUS
This month the sun spends the first
20 days in fellow fire sign Aries,
and will transit your fifth house
of self-expression and pleasure.
This triple dose of fire can be very
advantageous, like a controlled burn
of bad habits in communication
and love. For you, these transits are
about harnessing your power as a
thinker and a do-er—and potentially
as a leader—without spinning
yourself in circles about what is
right or wrong. The continued
transit of the south node through
your first house might have you
feeling like you’re continuing to
repeat old patterns that you know
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need transformation. The cardinal
fire of Aries and the transit of Mars
through your sister sign Gemini are
asking you to look at what’s in front
of you with a sense of innocence and
curiosity, and act from there.
CAPRICORN
As the sun continues to transit Aries,
you are being given the opportunity
to move like lava—as fire heats the
earth, our passion ignites our goals,
and it spreads and builds, cooling
into something solid we can stand
on. You can be slow and steady but
also hot and unstoppable. The sun
transiting your fourth house until
the 20th might have you more aware
of your emotions than usual, so
taking a moment to decide when
to take action and when to reflect
will serve you well. The new moon
on the 11th is a good time to take
stock of how your emotional depths
influence the way you manifest. The
start of Taurus season on the 20th is
a good time to take what you learn
and apply it in the physical realm.
AQUARIUS
This Aries season has very pushpull vibes for you, Aquarius. On
one side you might be buzzing with
electricity and millions of exciting
ideas, while on the other you want
to work on your foundations and
security. This fiery sun transiting
your second house until the 20th can
ignite the passion needed to make
this happen, but could potentially
leave you feeling depleted if you are
unable to find solid footing. If you
manage to find that footing during
Aries season, the sun’s transition
into Taurus on the 20th will open to
possibilities of beauty, sensuality,
and play. The full moon in Scorpio
on the 27th will occur in your tenth
house of career and responsibility,
and it’s a good time to take a deep,
honest look at your goals and how
they serve your highest good.
PISCES
This month your ruling planet
Neptune will continue transiting
your first house. Neptune, much like
Pisces, is associated with unreality,
dreams, idealism, and compassion.
This is a six-month transit that
can be enlightening or frightening,
depending on your attitude and
point of view. You are being asked to
look at the big picture, but in a very
personal way. How do you take in
energy from the collective and how
do you expend what you take in?
Does it feel healthy? If not, perhaps
it would serve you well to set
intentions for the Aries new moon
on the 11th concerning how you can
best navigate this high-vibration
emotional experience. The Mars
movement into fellow water sign
Cancer on the 24th will beneficially
shift your energy so you can learn to
nurture yourself from the inside out,
and from the outside in.
illustration by Artemesia Trapeze
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actually end up with a little surplus
income to fix their deep-seated
(not seeded, no space for relevant
puns here) infrastructural and
economic issues, and thusly stop
raising your water bill to fix their
mistakes. Also on top of that, our
streets will get destroyed by water
inundation with less frequency

DIRT NERD
Ian Willson | @hotplantsnola

Craigslist and other online
marketplaces. I saw some for
sale out front of Whole Foods
the other day for $99 a pop. And
honestly, that’s not unreasonable.
You should expect to pay at least
$70 for a barrel that is ready to
go, new or used. If you find one
cheaper, great job.

if rain barrels were bountiful across
the parish, we would probably not
have to worry about ﬂoods by way of
heavy rainwater. Seriously.

MAKING IT RAIN, AFTER THE RAIN
Dear Ian,
I write with a question for Dirt Nerd.
The question is rain barrels. They
seem like a good idea insofar as we
have tons of roof runoff, and since I
have a container garden that we water
daily April to August. But also it seems
to me that year-round we get way more
rain than we’d need for the garden, so
wouldn’t the water just build up and
get gross? I am from Colorado where
water is so scarce that rain barrels
were illegal till 2016 so it is still a
seasonal surprise to have much more
water to manage. Also we live right by
Green Light New Orleans and their
rain barrels are so pretty. Really my
question would be: rain barrels in New
Orleans, please discuss.
Why Rain Barrels?
It’s true that we get a lot of rain, but
also we get a lot of heat—a whole lot
of heat. And save for a very specific
part of the year, we don’t get a lot of
rain all of the time. We get a lot of
rain some of the time and then we
don’t get any rain for days and days.
So, the short answer is yes—especially
if you have a container garden which
you are watering every day (and
which you should water every day;
good for you; everybody should do
that and nobody does that). In terms
of most basic practicality, there is no
good reason not to have a rain barrel
with which to collect rain with which
to water your plants. Because even
if you don’t use that luscious natural
water all the time, you will definitely
have opportunities to use it most
of the time. A rain barrel, for the
uninitiated, is a covered container
placed strategically to collect
rainwater, usually from a residence’s
downspout or some other water
catchment system.
It gets better though. This is America,
and America runs on money.
Specifically, America runs on every
American’s inherent fear that they
do not have enough money to keep

up with their bills, whether they be
as simple and essential as paying
rent, or as complex and superfluous
as diversifying your cryptocurrency
portfolio and keeping your skincare
routine up to snuff. The fear never
leaves, but rain barrels can help. On
the spectrum, watering your plants
generally is not a huge expense,
unless “your plants” include a wellmanicured lawn that needs chronic
irrigation. But saving water from the
sky really can make a small dent in
your bills. More importantly though,
it helps to beat the fear because it is a
tangible and reasonably inexpensive
move you can make to place your life
outside of a money economy, if only
in your mind and in your garden. And
from there, you can go anywhere.
Also, if you’re able to think beyond
the urgency of your water bill, rain
barrels have other economic benefits
as well, in a big picture way, in a
what’s-good-for-my-neighbor-isgood-for-me way, in a you-are-nota-thing-apart-from-the-things-youare-a-part-of way.
You can save New Orleans with
your rain barrel. This is not
hyperbolic. The power is yours.
And if America’s debt fear magic
has got you so twisted you can’t get
it in your head that this matters in
your here and now, we can make
it about you and your bottom line,
no problem. Saving rain water in
containers stops it from saturating
the ground during the evermore
frequent heavy rains that cause
flash flooding in our fair city.
Really and truly, if rain barrels
were bountiful across the parish,
we would probably not have to
worry about floods by way of heavy
rainwater. Seriously. Meantime,
every gallon saved makes a
difference: less water that our
ever-breaking water pumps have to
pump out means less water pumps
breaking down, which means
less flooding, which means a less
horrifically incompetent Water
Board sinking ever more deeply
into debt, which means they might

and that means less of your tax
dollars will go towards fixing the
streets, and who knows where that
money will go instead? Maybe, just
maybe, it goes somewhere else that
benefits your life by making New
Orleans just a little more OK.
Rain water is better for your plants.
It just is. Having been rigorously
cleansed by the earth by way of
travelling the skies, it is, first and
foremost, clean. It gets better. Our
soils lean alkaline in New Orleans,
making many minerals in the soil not
particularly bioavailable to vegetables
and other plants. Rainwater, however,
is a little bit acidic and helps to acidify
soils just by existing. Do you want
more? Well, rain is basically fertilizer.
It collects nitrates when in the air and
delivers them to the soil. Nitrates are
the form of nitrogen that is readily
available for plants to use (nitrogen
being the key nutrient essential
to plant growth). Manufacturing
nitrates is pretty much only evil, so
using rainwater as a natural delivery
system of nitrates to your garden is
incredible and not to be ignored. Also,
rainwater tends to be oxygenated,
and thus can literally help your soil
and plants breathe better. Tap water
is none of these things and also tends
to have salt and plenty of chemical
residue in it that, over time, degrades
the quality of your soil, inevitably and
without question.
If you are collecting rainwater, you
may still have to water with the tap
sometimes, but you’ll never have to
do it all the time.
How Rain Barrels?
Green Light New Orleans
(greenlightneworleans.org) is the
premier proselytizer of rain barrel
promulgation in the city. They have
a hefty waitlist these days, but the
nonprofit is dedicated to delivering
and setting up artfully crafted and
painted rain barrels across the
land. They have a pay-what-youcan system in place to mitigate
costs and expand possibilities
across the board.
If you’d rather not wait,
prefabricated rain barrels are
available for sale regularly on
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You can find food grade 55 gallon
barrels and DIY them into rain
barrels fairly easily, though the
barrels themselves tend to cost $50
at best, used (in my experience).
So you’re not going to save a ton of
money this way. There are thousands
of videos on YouTube on how to
construct rain barrels (one I like:
“Building a Rain Barrel - Easy as 1, 2,
3” by Okanagan WaterWise), so I’m
going to let you watch some hands in
action rather than use my words to
describe what your hands should do.
I will say that you absolutely must
not skip the mesh netting lid portion
of your buildout though, unless
you want to exponentially increase
the magnitude of what will already
inevitably be a mosquito-inundated
summer in your backyard.
Most rain barrels are 55 gallons and
will fill up fast in any rain storm if
you are collecting with a gutter. It is
relatively easy to install a multiple rain
barrel system if you’re feeling handy.
Again, I recommend YouTube (“Link
multiple 55 gallon closed top barrels
to collect rain water” by Xueming
Yu). Even better, if you’re willing to
throw down a few extra dollars and
have the means of transportation,
skip the barrel part altogether and
invest in an IBC (Intermediate bulk
container) tote tank. They are opaque
white plastic cubes with metal bars
around them (you know the one).
They also come readily equipped with
a hole on top for collecting and a spout
on the bottom for pouring, and their
standard size is 275 gallons. That’s five
rain barrels, already ready to party.
They’re not as cute, but beauty is a
social construct anyhow, so there.
Manage water. Save your plants. Save
the city. Save money. Save yourself
from the unabating fear that you will
never have enough. Look upon your
rain barrel and see the truth, that
your cup runneth over.

Questions for the Dirt Nerd? Email
ian@hotplantsnursery.com.
illustrations by Rachel Speck | @tropicalgothprints

RAISING LOUISIANA
by Ked Dixon

Ked Dixon is a social worker and family therapist. She was born in
south Georgia, got to New Orleans as soon as she could, and has been
here for 19 years. She and her five-year-old son Jack live in River
Ridge with two older dogs, three rescued cats, and Ked’s partner,
Alex. Jack’s dad lives in Texas.
QUESTIONABLE UPBRINGING
now. Pre-COVID they came to
visit for Jack’s birthday. As my
partner and Jack’s other parent,
Alex was extremely helpful
in planning and hosting the
party. He introduced himself to
my mother and respected my
father’s pointed avoidance. After
the party, my parents drove
eight hours back to Georgia that
night. They didn’t talk of visiting
Louisiana again.
A year after my separation, I
had a better job, a thriving child,
a newly redecorated home,
stability, pets, and Alex—a
heavily-tattooed trans masculine
partner who worships the ground
I walk on and takes his role as
father to Jack very seriously.
My parents were extremely
disappointed in my choices.
Did Ask, Did Tell
I don’t know how my mother
figured out that Alex is trans, but
after her initial confirmation,
she never brought him or his
gender up again if she could
help it. This was not surprising.
She refused to accept my sexual
orientation the first time I came
out. The consequences were
disastrous in the long term
because in settling on a hostile
silence, any long term partner
assumed I was ashamed of them
because I never introduced
them to my family. I was
determined that things would be
different this time, so when my
mother asked if Alex was trans,
I was honest. At some point she
processed this information with
my brother, who has historically
flatly refused to be involved
with anything to do with my
queerness and continues to do
so. My father has been more
reflective and circumspect.
Work prevented my parents
from visiting often before
Alex, and their own discomfort
prevents them from visiting

In the interim, Jack and I visited
my parents several times. Each
time, Jack cheerfully talked about
his life in New Orleans. He chatted
animatedly about his school
friends, his dogs, his fish, and his
daddy who has tattoos. Jack was
too little to notice the tension
present every time Alex came up,
and my parents ignore talk of Alex
the same way they ignored all my
girlfriends and trans boyfriends.
When Jack pushes the issue, they
cheerfully change the subject to
something else.
Jack is an inconveniently sharp
child, so he has started to notice
that my parents, whom he calls
Cookie and Go-Daddy, don’t
seem to want to talk about his
daddy “with all the tattoos.”
He’s also noticed that they never
come visit us in Louisiana. So,
this winter, during the peak of a
pandemic, my mother came to
visit Jack and I for the weekend.
She stayed at an Airbnb in River
Ridge and asked me to pretend
to be an Uber driver when I
dropped her off. I think it was so
the owners wouldn’t ask why she
wasn’t staying with her family,
who live around the corner.
She also mentioned that she
would stop by my house first
thing in the morning, which
was a surprise to me. During
her previous visit, she and
my father refused to go by
my house because Alex lives
there. I was not expecting my
mother to come to my house,
and so I hadn’t cleaned. We

have busy lives, which were
made busier with her visit
and our participation in the
Krewe of House Floats. So in
addition to the normal mess
of family life, our living room,
kitchen, laundry room, and
backyard were covered in bits
of cardboard, paint, and duct
tape. After dropping her off, I
spent four hours cleaning the
common areas to make sure she
would feel welcome. The next
day, she inspected every room in
the house, including the closets
and rooms I asked her not to go
in. She asked no questions about
our carefully decorated home
and did not sit on our furniture.
Jack was so excited to see his
Cookie that he didn’t seem
to notice our awkwardness. I
spent the next two days trying
to impress my mother while

him to have close relationships
with all his family and to respect
his elders no matter what.
My relationship with my mother
is close, but not intimate. I know
other people whose parents
accept their partner and delight
in their adult child’s happiness,
welcoming their partners into
the family. I know that I will
probably not be one of them
any time soon. My mother and
I were most intimate when I
was in my first marriage and
navigating early parenthood.
She treated me as more of an
equal and I briefly saw what it
would be like to be friends with
her as an adult.
After I began dating Alex,
she began to imply that my
parenting choices were not
as great as they might be, and

Jack is an inconveniently sharp
child, so he has started to
notice that my parents don’t
seem to want to talk about his
daddy “with all the tattoos.”
staying away from the house... all
during the height of COVID. We
focused on Jack, ate out every
meal and, above all, kept the
conversation light. We visited
the mall, Aquarium, French
Quarter, City Park, Storyland,
and got Jack a haircut. It was
intense, especially since I’ve
gotten pretty used to spending
Saturday at home and only
venturing out occasionally on
Sundays as a family.
With this marathon of activity,
Jack was cranky and I was
mentally and physically drained.
Alex, for his part, spent the
weekend setting up our House
Float, “The World is Washing,”
which depicted a handmade
Schoolhouse Rock!-inspired
Earth showering amid giant
cleaning supplies. My mother
declined to get out and take a
closer look.

maybe Jack’s father wasn’t
so bad after all. Then my
brother began his first serious
relationship with the potential
daughter-in-law of my mother’s
dreams, and it felt like I had
been demoted in her eyes.
I can accept her for who she is
while recognizing that she will
probably never be able to accept
me for who I am. The idea of
this used to regularly make me
sad, but now it just makes me
sad when I see her. Over time
that sadness has changed from
me feeling sorry for myself to
me feeling sorry for her. I see
that she wants to be close but
cannot allow herself to change.
Her rigid adherence to “the way
things ought to be” keeps her
from enjoying the wonderful
way things are.

Post-Inspection Blues
Since her visit, I call my mom
about once a week. We spend
about 10 minutes talking about
Jack before we end the call. We
try to get along and keep things
light and focused on Jack. I want
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illustrations by Victoria Allen | @vs_illlustration
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TIPS FROM THERIOT
Isabel Ryan Theriot
Dear reader: I’d like for you to be the first to know that I am expanding my
cleaning enterprise to cover mental and soul purification, through the use of
ayahuasca. I hope by using this mind expanding, intestinal cleansing plant, I
can provide the New Orleans community (and maybe the world one day) not
only the gift of a clean home, but also the opportunity for mind-nourishing,
cellular rebirth. Sike! April Fools! I’m definitely sticking to home cleaning;
I don’t want to involve myself in your soul or intestinal cleansing messes.
Anyway, welcome to April. I hope that you continue with your spring cleaning
this month and come up with some solid April Fools’ pranks that will shock
(then relieve) your family and friends.

I have a shag rug. How do I
vacuum it properly?
Vacuuming a shag rug can be a
real pain in the neck—and lumbar
region of the spine. Because of
the longer length of the pile on a
shag rug, pushing a vacuum over
it can be a grueling task. Also,
shag rugs are easily damaged if
they’re vacuumed incorrectly.
When vacuuming your shag rug,
never use the brush roll. Brush
rolls are those bristled cylinders
on the underside of a vacuum
that are made of wood, plastic,
or metal and rotate at high speed
to extract dirt from rugs and
carpet. They are also sometimes
called an agitator, roller brush,
disturbulator (hilarious name), or
beater bar. Shag can get tangled
in the brush roll, causing it to be
ripped out or shredded. Luckily,
most vacuums these days allow
you to turn the brush roll off and
vacuum using suction only (shout
out to my boo the Shark Navigator
Lift-Away Professional). When
using the suction-only option to
vacuum your rug, move it slowly
over a few rows of the shag at a
time. Go over these sections a few
times; you’ll get more dirt up this
way. If possible, buy a vacuum
that comes with a carpet brush/
rake attachment or buy a rake
attachment that fits your vacuum.
As shag has that oh-so-pretty
thick pile, the hair, dust, dirt, and
other gross debris residing in the
rug tends to get trapped at the
root of the pile. The carpet rake
loosens and sucks these vommy

particles to the top of the fibers
for easy removal by the vacuum.
You can also flip the rug over and
vacuum the underside of it first.
Doing this will knock the dirt
away from the pile, for even easier
extraction by the vacuum. If you
want to be extra thorough (that
is, if your rug isn’t enormous),
take the rug outside and beat
that sucker. Throw the rug over a
railing, clothesline, or sawhorse.
Then grab a large stick, broom, or
even some nunchucks if you want
to practice martial arts whilst
cleaning, and beat it like this: hit
the underside of the rug with
soft but rapid strokes. Continue
beating the rug this way until you
have covered the entire thing and
dislodged most of the dust and
dirt. Bring the rug back inside and
vacuum it one more time. Enjoy
your newly clean and fluffy rug.
I work in my garden a lot and
get lots of grass stains on my
pants. Help!
Yay, gardening! Many people
are gonna be kneeling in
their gardens now that it’s
spring again, so this is a good
question. First off, grass is a
protein and organic matter, so
soaking the stain in cold water
is the first step. Swishing the
fabric around in the water is
also good. After the stain has
soaked for about 30 minutes,
you can gently rub the fabric
together to loosen the proteins
up even more. Next, pour
a little white vinegar (or
isopropyl alcohol for stains
that are more set in) onto the
fabric; grab a white towel or
toothbrush and lightly wipe
the stain until it starts to fade.
After this, you can wash the
garment following the tag
instructions. If, when you
remove the stained clothing
from the wash, the stain is still
visible, wash it again before
putting it into the dryer.
Drying the stained clothing can
permanently set the stain.

I was tidying up my
bedroom, moved my dresser
away from the wall, and
noticed some black mold.
How do I clean it up?
First off, I HIGHLY recommend
hiring a professional to remove
black mold. Attempting to
remove black mold (Stachybotrys
chartarum) yourself can be
detrimental to your health and
can exacerbate the problem, if
done incorrectly. This monster
mostly cloaks itself in splotchy,
black patches, but can also appear
gray or dark green. It releases
mycotoxins, which are toxic
chemicals that are present in
its spores and are released into
the air. If the spores are chillin’
on your walls, you are bound
to inhale these mycotoxins.
I recently moved out of an
apartment that was chock-full
of black mold (I wasn’t aware
of this until I moved). I thought

Here’s what you’ll need to do:
Turn off your air conditioner
or heater. You don’t want the
air flow to move the black mold
throughout your home while
you’re attempting to remove it.
Grab a heavy tarp and painters
tape and seal all doorways or
other openings that lead from the
moldy room to the rest of your
house. Borrow or buy an exhaust
fan and place it near outdoor
openings; the fan will help to
move any airborne spores out
of your home. Now test the area
where the mold is hanging out for
moisture; a moisture meter is a
good tool for this. Since you can’t
touch the mold with an unglovedhand, this meter is a safer option.
If there is no moisture in the area,
spray it with water. The water
will wrangle black mold spores
and prevent them from becoming
airborne. Now it’s time to treat the
area. Since I prefer going the eco-

I thought that I was just an
insane snorer and that my cat
was sickly. I thought that the
mildewy smell was just mildew.
that I was just an insane snorer
and that my cat was sickly. I
thought that the mildewy smell
was just mildew. Turns out that
my nasal passages don’t naturally
saw wood loudly in my sleep and
that my kitty cat is quite healthy;
we were just being poisoned for
eight years! So tackling this in a
willy-nilly manner is a recipe for
chronic coughing and sneezing,
respiratory irritation, skin
disorders (including rashes),
headaches, chronic fatigue, and
even bleeding lungs! BUT, if you
don’t have the means to hire
someone to eradicate the mold,
follow these instructions To. A. T!
First, you’ll need to protect your
precious bod. Get a respirator
rated to protect you against
spores that can lead to black
mold poisoning and clothing
that will cover all of your skin
(long-sleeved shirt and long pants
are essential). This might sound
like overkill, but I recommend
buying a cheap hazmat suit
from a hardware store. Protect
your pretty peepers with safety
goggles and your hands with
rubber gloves. Discard the gloves
and get a new pair each time you
take a break or when you finish
your work. Once you’re wearing
protective clothing, you can begin
to prepare the area for cleaning.
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friendly route, I suggest filling a
spray bottle with one part baking
soda, five parts white vinegar,
and five parts water. Spray the
area where the black mold is
squatting, and let the solution sit
for 30 minutes to an hour. After
this time is up, scrub the area with
a sponge. Let the area dry, and
repeat if you still see mold. Finally
(phew!), clean the area where the
mold has been eradicated. Throw
away any debris that may contain
black mold, and thoroughly clean
the room: wipe all the walls, wipe
any light fixtures or fans in the
room, clean all windows, and mop
the floors. Now you can unseal
your doorways. You’ll want to
leave the exhaust fan on for a few
hours—or even a full day—so as
not to welcome black mold into
your home again. To prevent the
mold from coming back, you’ll
definitely want to control the
moisture in the room. Air it out
whenever possible. Also, regularly
clean and disinfect areas that are
prone to wetness. If you have a
leak, repair it ASAP. Always dry
wet items prior to storing them.
As you can see, this process really
is a massive bummer.
Got cleaning questions? Email me:
isabel@antigravitymagazine.com.
illustrations by Ben Claassen III | @dirtfarm

TALES FROM THE PEN
by Leather
Our correspondent “Leather” is currently serving a sentence because of
charges related to a family dispute, subsequent warrants, and the labyrinthian
carceral state in general. Leather was previously incarcerated at the Orleans
Parish Prison but has recently been transferred to a facility in Ferriday. The
following has been transcribed (with minimal edits for clarity and format)
from handwritten letters. Because of barriers that restrict and complicate
communication with people in prison, we are unable to independently
corroborate claims herein.
PRISON ETIQUETTE 101

In life there are rules that
everyone must follow and prison
is no exception. In prison there’s
written rules, but there’s also
unwritten rules that must be
followed or it can cost you your
life. These are rules that inmates
have implemented in jail that’s
law, so you must be aware of
prison etiquette and the lingo.
In prison one of the most
important rules that will help
you survive is respect. Yeah,
respect is the number one rule
in prison. Respect will carry you
a long way. But lack of respect
will shorten your time real fast.
Or you better be able to fight
real good, and even that won’t
last long, because there’s always
somebody bigger and badder. Or
if you’re too big, you can bet your
last breath the bush is coming.
So learn respect, it’s much easier
on your body. Or you better be
able to slang that thing. There’s
rules for blacks, there’s rules for
whites, and there’s even rules
for the gay inmates. From the
minute you enter prison you
must be aware of the rules.
And these rules vary from state
to state and prison to prison. For
example, the first time I went
to prison in the state of Texas I
was a fresh fish. When I got to my
prison dorm, I put my stuff down
by my rack, took off my shirt “to
show off my tattoos,” and went
and sat on a table in the dayroom
near my rack. Shortly after I sat
down I was approached by a little
white boy who told me I couldn’t
sit at this table. I looked him
straight in his eyes and balled
up my fist and said, “Why the
fuck not?” He said, “Because this
is our table.” I was like, “This
is anybody’s table,” and right
before it got ugly, one of the guys
who came to prison with me
intervened and showed me two
letters on the table: A.B. Aryan
Brothers. He told me this was
their table, and if I don’t want to

start a riot or a race war, I should
move to the table for the blacks. I
had to respect the game.
In Texas prisons Mexicans rule.
Yeah, they run the system in
Texas. I had never saw anything
like that before in prison. In
Louisiana we sit where we want
to. As you know, blacks run
Louisiana. But there’s other
elements you must be aware

of. Like I said, respect is big in
prison. And another thing you
should be aware of, and that’s
mind your business at all times,
because minding somebody
else’s business is a sure way to
get you zipped or shanked. Yeah,
don’t come to jail worrying
about another inmate’s
business. You will get checked
real fast.
And the third thing that’s very
important is your hygiene.
You gotta be clean because
nobody wants a dirty celle.
Don’t get in the shower, or the
other inmates will throw you
in the shower. And the last
element that any inmate must
remember is no matter what,
never ever steal from another
inmate. Never, because even
though we’re in jail around a
bad cast of characters like drug
dealers, killers, rapists, thieves,
burglars, etc., stealing is the

worst crime among inmates.
If you get caught stealing
you’ll get your ass bushed by
everyone in the dorm. So I
guess you can say there’s some
honor among thieves.
Now the rules vary from race to
race, depending on where you’re
locked up at. There are prisons
run by blacks and there are
prisons run by whites. Now back
in the days, if you were a black
inmate who caused problems
they would send you to an all
white camp, and the white boys
would train you. And if you were
white and caused problems they
would send you to a black dorm,
where they beat you up every
day until you got your mind
right. Now that’s in Louisiana.
In Texas most camps are ran by
Mexicans. There’s gangs like the
Mexican Mafia, Texas Syndicate,
Tango Blast, and the cartel,
and the reason these gangs are

so organized is because their
members are everywhere. A lot
of the gangs have members who
are deputies, so they have access
to real weapons that are brought
in and given to their people,
and they bring in all the drugs.
In fact, the two years I spent in
Texas the only fight I ever really
saw was Mexican vs. Mexican,
mainly over product. Each group
has different products they sell.
For example, the Mexican Mafia
controls the glass, and the Texas
Syndicate controls the cocaine,
and Tango Blast has control of
the mojo. There’s some prisons
in Texas where the main drug is
glass. Nobody better not come
to their prison with cocaine
or that will start a gang fight,
and depending on how the
fight turns out determines who
and what drugs gonna control
that unit. And this is why the
Mexicans run the prisons.
Blacks don’t have the manpower
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or the connections. Sometimes
the Mexicans have one or two
black guys they use to sell to
the blacks, and a white guy as
well, but it’s gonna most likely
be the white guy who’s over the
Aryan Brotherhood and for the
blacks the highest Blood or Crip.
Whoever has the most power
will be who they deal with.
But here in Louisiana blacks
run prisons so the rules are
much different. Blacks dominate
everything: the television, the
yard, the showers. We eat first
and get the best trays with the
biggest cakes on them. The
white boys eat last. And in just
about every dorm all the blacks
have bottom racks. Even if a
black comes in the dorm, and a
white boy has a bottom rack, he
has to give it up or fight for his
rack. And even if he wins he has
to fight the next black guy, and
so on, until he gets on a top rack
or checks out. Simple as that. It’s
kill or be killed in here.
Now for the gay inmates, it’s
real simple: you’re the dorm
whore and as soon as they hit
the dorm they have a job, it’s
already understood. And their
job is to keep the dorm clean or
they’ll get beat up or checked
out. Cleaning the dorm consists
of sweeping the whole dorm,
mopping, cleaning the toilets,
cleaning the microwaves,
phones, and the tables we eat
off, and taking out the trash.
And if he knows how to do hair,
that too. Or the other option is
to choose a man for protection,
and that don’t really matter
because all he can do is keep
his whore in line, if he’s fucking
with the game. And it’s crazy
because there are inmates in
here, real gangstas, who are in
relationships with the gay guys.
But they don’t think they’re gay.
A lot of the inmates you would
never think would be fuckin with
the game are messin’ with them
boys. We call them booty bandits.
This is why a lot of women
contract AIDS, because these
guys get out of jail and start
having unprotected sex with
their girls. But when they’re
behind the wall they are having
sex with boys. These booty
bandits say it’s because of the
type of time they have. I think
it’s just an excuse.
I don’t care how much time I
had, I would never fuck with
the game. I would spend a lot

of time in the shower yellin’
gunline gunline! Now if you
don’t know what gunline means,
I’ll tell you: gunline means
don’t go in the bathroom area,
because that means someone
is in the shower pulling or
having sex and you don’t want
to get your eyes bust. So until
you hear clear, don’t go in the
shower area. I hate to tell what
really goes on in here, because
some convicts don’t want
people in that world to know
what goes on in here.
There’s one more thing I want
to tell y’all that’s kinda funny.
If you ever go to prison, and
somebody puts a honey bun or
a Snickers on your bed, please
don’t eat it. Because if you do
the convict who put it there
wants that exact same item
back right then and there, and
there’s only one way in the
world you can give him that one
back. This is how a lot of fresh
fish get turned out.
Also, if you see the phone
hanging off the hook, that
means somebody already has
next on the phone. There’s
so many rules in prison it’s
unreal, but you learn as you
go. All I can tell you is if you
ever have to go, pay attention
to what’s going on. Mind your
own affairs, stay clean, and
always respect everybody.

Glossary
Joce = whatever makes your time
easier, e.g. my joce is writing.
Bush = when you get jumped by
2 or more inmates.
Slang that thing = use a knife.
Fresh Fish = first time in prison.
Rack = your bunk or bed.
The system = D.O.C. /
Department of Corrections.
Zipped = when you get
knocked out.
Shanked = when you get stabbed.
Celle = your bunkmate.
Trained = when a few inmates
take turns beatin’ you up.
Glass = what they call meth, ice.
Mojo = fake weed.
Check out = to check out of a dorm.
Fuckin’ wit the game = an
inmate who messes with boys.
Dorm whore = the dorm sissy or
punk gay guy.
Booty bandit = An inmate who
rapes other inmates.
Gunline = when some inmate is
masturbating.
Behind the wall = what people
call prison.
Pulling = masturbating.
Clear = what’s said when an
inmate is finished pulling.
The world = anything outside
of jail.
Gunslinger = an inmate who’s
always masturbating.
Turned out = when a guy gets
turned gay.
The Baby = the girl who holds
you down.
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The Music and Culture Coalition of New Orleans (MaCCNO) is a broad-based coalition and registered 501c3 non-profit corporation that collaborates with, organizes, and empowers
the New Orleans music and cultural community to preserve and nurture the city’s culture, to translate community vision into policy change, and to create positive economic impact.

Going Back to “Normal” Isn’t Good Enough
It’s been a long, tough, and tragic
year, but there is light at the end of
the tunnel. Vaccine distribution is
picking up, and with it, businesses are
starting to reopen to more customers;
families, separated by the pandemic,
are reuniting; gigs are more frequent;
and it looks like there really might
be a festival season this fall. The
new federal relief package offers
significant assistance to individuals
and businesses, including restaurants
and live performance venues. We’ve
been overdue for some good news
and this is all extremely welcome.
But while we collectively take a welldeserved sigh of relief, we also need
to beware of allowing these muchneeded reminders of normalcy to lull
us into accepting an unacceptable
status quo. Just a few weeks ago,
when bars and music venues were
finally able to offer indoor music for
the first time in a year, headlines and
social media posts trumpeted “Live
music is BACK in New Orleans!”
But the reality was more sobering. A
handful of venues were able to open
with extremely limited attendance
and heavy restrictions—including a
State-mandated ban on dancing. And
as of this writing most businesses
haven’t yet been able to offer indoor
music at all. Was it forward progress?
Absolutely. But to sell a narrative that
a limited loosening of restrictions
equates to a resurgence of live music
in New Orleans does the community
a disservice and ignores the severe
challenges we still face.
Of course, live music never really
left in the first place—it just shifted
online and outside. As the pandemic
stretched on, the need for musicians
to create both art and income (and
the desire for audiences to enjoy
music and support musicians) led
to the creation of new, socially
distanced, limited capacity outdoor
performances spaces. These range
from DIY setups on front porches,
the banks of Bayou St John, and
the “sidewalk stages” outside of
Tipitina’s, d.b.a., and the Maple Leaf,
to new outdoor venues that required
significant investment, like The
Broadside and Zony Mash brewery.
To the City’s credit, they created a
new temporary permitting process

that allowed many businesses to
host outdoor live entertainment for
the first time, creating even more
options. However, many of these
new outdoor spaces may soon be in
jeopardy, as it seems pressure from
neighborhood organizations has
caused City Council members to, at
least for the time being, abandon an
effort to update the city’s extremely
restrictive policies surrounding
outdoor live music (which is
effectively banned without a costly
special event permit at almost
any business that did not already
host it regularly before 2015). This
means that unless these policies
are resolved, once the phased reopening process ends and COVID
emergency regulations are removed,
it is likely many of these temporary
outdoor performance spaces will
once again become illegal—which

on food distributions, governmental
assistance, and mutual aid programs.
While this has provided a crucial
lifeline, no combination of programs
could come close to covering the
sheer magnitude of wealth—both
saved and yet to be earned—that
was taken from the community. For
many, the recovery process will take
years. Even before the pandemic, it
was clear that the tourism economy
was failing the cultural and service
industry workers that made up its
base (and who contributed directly
to its ever-increasing coffers), leaving
them without a financial safety net.
The scope of this failure is now
clear, and yet some high-profile
tourism leaders and organizations
are proposing nothing but more—
much more—of the same. Stephen
Perry, who has led New Orleans &

While we collectively take a well-deserved
sigh of relief, we also need to beware of
allowing these much-needed reminders
of normalcy to lull us into accepting an
unacceptable status quo.
would harm musicians, audience
members (many of whom will still
be more comfortable in outdoor
venues for the foreseeable future),
and businesses who have made
significant investments during a
very uncertain time. The “normal”
of elevating the reactionary
concerns of demographically
unrepresentative neighborhood
associations over the needs and
input of the cultural community
must end. The economic devastation
caused by the pandemic has made
the stakes simply too high.
Even as businesses reopen and rehire,
gigs become more frequent, and
visitors return, the ongoing financial
crisis will remain for thousands—a
burden that will be felt particularly
heavily by the cultural community
and service industry. The pandemic
wiped away savings accounts, created
widespread unemployment, and
forced individuals and families to rely

Company (the city’s major partially
publicly funded, yet entirely
privately run tourism marketing
company) under various iterations
for nearly 20 years, dismissed an
effort to use $100 million of the
Convention Center’s taxpayerfunded reserves to provide relief
to tourism workers. In a Biz New
Orleans interview, Perry dismissed
that effort as having no “intellectual,
economic, or human sense,”
calling it a “recruiting piece for the
unions” which are “not known for
making good strategic business
decisions.” Meanwhile, in the same
interview, Perry complained that
the government was not providing
financial bailouts to tourism
marketing corporations (such as
the one he runs), described his
efforts to lobby to reduce property
tax rates for commercial property
owners, and blamed the federal
government for not doing enough to
help workers.
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Notably, Perry is also one of the
directors of the New Orleans
Hospitality Coalition PAC,
which lobbies on behalf of the
tourism industry. Also listed
as Hospitality Coalition PAC
directors are Stan Harris and
Mark Latter, who just so happen
to lead the Louisiana Restaurant
Association’s PAC as well. The
first advocacy accomplishment
listed on the Louisiana Restaurant
Association’s website? Successfully
opposing government mandates
for increased wages and paid
leave. Allowing a small group of
tourism industry leaders to enrich
themselves while simultaneously
depriving tens of thousands
of musicians and cultural and
service industry workers a living
wage—and the ability to create
an economic safety net for
themselves—is another “normal”
we can’t accept again.
The inequities in the public
participation process and tourism
industries are not new—in fact,
we’ve written about them at
length over the years. But that’s
the point. Our failure to address
these systemic problems, as
well as disparities in health
care access, affordable housing
availability, and others (all of which
disproportionately affect Black and
other marginalized communities of
color) is what led to the widespread
struggle and heartache so many
people have faced over the past
year. As the rhythms of life in
New Orleans start to resume, the
narrative that “New Orleans is
Back!” will undoubtedly continue
to grow. And when it is safe, we
should celebrate, see music, go to
festivals, and drink in the streets
like we always have. But we can’t be
lured back into the “normal” that
caused so much pain and continues
to perpetuate this long-standing
legacy of inequity. It’s up to us to
not just define a new narrative, but
to envision and create a new reality
for ourselves.
This space is provided to MaCCNO as a community
service and does not necessarily reflect the opinions
or editorial policies of ANTIGRAVITY
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The Reawakening of

Esther
Rose
AKASHA RABUT

By Danielle Dietze
Call it a return to Saturn or heartbreak’s best revenge, Esther Rose’s
full-length How Many Times is a magnetizing reverie of introspective,
country-tinged songwriting. Following her sophomore album,
2019’s You Made It This Far, this latest release circles the story of a
relationship’s end. But if anything, it is an album of new beginnings.
Playing with a cyclical theme of reinvention, the last song, “Without
You,” is the first Rose wrote. Through songwriting, she forces herself
to be honest and present. With carefully crafted lyrics, Rose takes
responsibility for “bad moods” and love’s misadventures before pulling
the boots back on and keeping it moving. It’s this vantage point that
cuts through any bitterness exhausted in familiar love tropes, wringing
out confidence—both personally and musically—that keeps Rose
pushing forward. Balancing old-fashioned style country ballads (“My
Bad Mood”) with energetic two-step numbers (“Good Time”), How
Many Times has all the emotion of a breakup album with a refreshing,
reimagined perspective. Her delicately haunting voice gleams over a
talented New Orleans roster featuring Matt Bell on lap steel, Max Bien
Kahn on electric guitar, Dan Cutler on upright bass, Cameron Snyder
on drums, and Lyle Werner on fiddle. I recently caught up with Rose to
rekindle our admiration for ‘90s female-fronted country, the strength
behind her songwriting, and some surprising turns ahead.
How Many Times feels like
an album contemplating
reinvention. It’s not exactly
about forgiveness, I don’t
think. Instead, it considers
a rebirth. I’m curious how
this theme has carried itself
throughout the songs?
Yes, forgiveness is overrated!
Just kidding, but you’re
kinda right—forgiveness isn’t
really what’s happening. I
Googled “rebirth”: the action
of reappearing or starting to
flourish or increase after a
decline; revival. A revival! That
word speaks to me and also the

frenetic, comeback energy of the
record. One of the most helpful
things I discovered while writing
this record was I no longer have
to figure anyone else out but
myself. How do I feel? What do
I want? Why do I want it? My
mother once told me to follow
the why’s. She’s a mystical lady.
This album was recorded over
several years. How has having
distance contributed to the
songwriting and your feelings
unearthing the tracks?
In the past, recording has kind
of felt like doing homework: here

are all these songs I wrote, better
get the band together to catch up.
We’d make a record happen in
three to five days. For How Many
Times it was different. I needed
to stretch out and take my time
and get it exactly right. My
band got together in February

songs,” and they will probably
surface at some point. But the
songs from the initial session
that we kept are loaded with
heartache and magic.
Do you remember beginning
to form a conception of

“I no longer have to
figure anyone else out
but myself.”
2019. We spent five days at The
Tigermen Den with Ross Farbe
and recorded eight songs. Then
I hit the road and kinda didn’t
stop touring for the rest of the
year. I think that after touring
with the songs and performing
them every night, it was as if
they steeped inside of me, and
I had more clarity about how I
needed to sing them. So we all
got back together in January
2020. The songs from the second
session sound so relaxed: “My
Bad Mood,” “Coyote Creek,”
and “Good Time.” I wrote “Good
Time” at the last minute and
really wanted that song’s energy
on the album. It’s such a boost.
I cut two songs from that first
session that I call “the pain
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“country” and how that
idea might relate to your
songwriting?
I got my musical education from
going to shows in New Orleans
and just being around musicians
every night for ten years. And
my concept of country music
was informed by the scene and
its reverence for the past, the
way that only New Orleans
keeps early 1900s music alive.
Jazz, blues, and country. All
roots music is remembered and
played here every day. But as
I grew into my songwriting, I
discovered that my heart lies in
the country music of the ‘90s—
Sheryl, Shania, The Chicks,
Mary Chapin Carpenter—the
records I howled along to with

my sisters on the family farm.
That country-pop crossover
stuff... see where I’m going?

I see you’re in Mountain time.
Where have you been hiding
out, and what have you been
up to there?
I’m in an undisclosed research
site in New Mexico. I’ve been
communing with aliens and
cowboys and rediscovering my
love for making espresso.
Will you be returning to
New Orleans?
I tried to keep a foot in two
places, but that made it
extremely difficult to walk, so I’m
giving in to this new direction.
It’s scary letting go, and I’ll
probably visit quite often.
How was touring with legend
Nick Lowe?
It was absolutely life-affirming.
Here’s a person that’s spent his
life writing songs. To see him on
stage, surrounded by decades
of quality songwriting, just him
and a guitar and the audience
knowing every word. It shows
the value of a good song. The
resonance can last a lifetime.
The album, in many ways,
explores a cyclical theme.
What are some ways you stay
so honest and hopeful in your
spirit while handling themes
of heartbreak?
I use songwriting as a way to
ask some of my more burning
questions. This process has been
so beautiful over the years, and

PARIS ACHENBACH

All those female ‘90s country
artists are the best. It’s as if
they took hold of the genre of
sad, sappy heartbreak songs
and gave them a good kick in
the ass. Speaking of, there is a
subtle pop inﬂuence lingering
on this new album. What’s the
inspiration behind the sound
on How Many Times?
The sound is a composite
of the excellent musicians
that join me: Matt Bell, Lyle
Werner, Cameron Snyder,
Max Bien Kahn, Dan Cutler,
Howe Pearson, Gina Leslie,
Ric Robertson. We joke that
our sound is some weird
combination of late ‘60s folk/
early ‘90s rock. Think Joni
Mitchell and Kurt Cobain with a
smattering of Hank Williams Sr.
But you’re right, this album does
indeed sound like it’s crossing
over from country to pop. You
heard it here first, folks.

Release party for You Made it This Far at The White Roach, August 2019.
Left to Right: Lyle Werner, Esther Rose, Dan Cutler, Cameron Snyder

quite possibly life-changing. In
moments of chaos, heartache,
numbness, whatever... whenever
I choose to go to my desk and
hold my guitar and ask questions
and be present, I often find an
interesting melody or a gem of
knowledge. The past is stored in
our bodies, our senses, and there
is a very clumsy balance between
the past and present. It’s all kind
of happening all at once, isn’t it?
Have you always known this
is what you want to do?
I did not take songwriting
seriously until I was about 28,
and I’m so glad that I finally did.
In the past, I would have song
ideas, but I wasn’t nurturing
them. I’d let them go. Something
shifted around my Saturn
return*. It was as though my life
caught up to me, and I had a lot
to say about it.
You’re selling a limited run
of notebooks in your merch.
What’s the significance there?
I wanted to make a “songwriting
starter kit”: matches, candle,
notebook... the stuff you’d find
on my desk. I thought it would
*Saturn return typically first occurs between
ages 27 to 31, when the planet rotates to the
same zodiac position of when you were born.
It is most commonly characterized as the
beginning of a new life chapter, career path, or
reawakening to one’s life purpose.

be so cute to engage with my fans
that way. The illustrations on
the notebook cover (by Jackson
Tupper) symbolize each song.
We ended up with the circle idea
because of the way I sequenced
the album; the last song on the
record is the first one I wrote.
I sequenced the record that
way to emphasize how cyclical
learning can be. So many times
in writing these songs I would
think surely this must be the end.
So many times I thought I really
figured it out, I finally knew how
to protect myself, I could fix my
heart. Looking back there’s an
innocence to it, like I was trying
to write a song that was so honest
and true that maybe it could fix
things (that never works).
Although your music has
grown throughout the years,
it remains genuine. As you’ve
evolved as an artist, how do
you mediate the pressure of
success while still finding
pleasure in songwriting and
remaining authentic?
For me, success is writing a
song that I care about. As long
as I’m successful at that, the
rest is keeping perspective...
having gratitude for the
attention my music is receiving,
spending time with the people
that I love, and getting closer to
the natural world.
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How have you nurtured your
creativity throughout the
past year?
My attention span was
completely shattered during the
early months of the pandemic,
so walking and listening to
podcasts was how I passed
the newly-found free time.
I also wrote my next album.
Songwriting is something that I
do to bring down my heart rate,
center, and explore. When I start
a song I am often pretty worked
up about something or other.
We all had plenty of anxiety to
settle with this past year. This
new batch of songs sounds very
different somehow. Maybe it’s
because I’ve never played them
with my band or for an audience,
but I’m very interested in what
may lie ahead. I guess I’ve
crossed over into country-pop
and am fully out of my comfort
zone in more ways than one.

Esther Rose’s new album, How
Many Times, is out now via
Father/Daughter Records. For
more info go to estherrose.net.
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Gary Chambers campaigns for a special election
to represent Louisiana’s 2nd Congressional
District in the U.S. House on March 19 in the
Bywater neighborhood. Chambers ended with
21.3% of the vote. (photo by Avery Leigh White)

Baby Doll Kelly Lee Blackwell—daughter of
legendary record producer Robert “Bumps”
Blackwell—celebrates her birthday in front
of the Candlelight Lounge on March 14.
(Photo by James Cullen)
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“The Missalettes,” a Mardi Gras fantasy dance team led by
Ann Glaviano, perform their piece KNOWN MASS NO. 4.
The strolling dance installation was performed throughout
the Ninth Ward on Mardi Gras weekend.
(Photo by Lenore Seal)

Pianist and vocalist Monty Banks
performs in front of Bywater
Bakery in celebration of St.
Joseph’s Day on March 19.
(photo by Avery Leigh White)

Atlanta-based rollerskater Laezi
skates in front of Armstrong Park.
(photo by Angela Calonder)
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in her childhood, he wrote, the
amphibians were the only source
of meat she could digest.
As a young man, Broel started on
a more traditional career path,
attending medical school at the
urging of his father, he wrote
in Frog Raising. He was still
barely a tadpole himself when
he was pulled out of school and
commissioned a captain in the
Russian cavalry during World
War I. His unit of 200 men was
“completely wiped out” by the
Germans, and he was taken
prisoner, only to discover that
the captain of the German unit
holding him was his cousin. The
cousin, he wrote, arranged for
him to receive treatment for his
wounds and, ultimately, passage
to America.

A Hopping Good Tale:

Albert
Broel
Frog Prince of New Orleans
by Steven Melendez
Head west from New Orleans
along Metairie Road and you’ll
pass a building marked with
the silhouette of a Churchillian
gentleman smoking a cigar,
advertising Winston’s Pub and
Patio. But if you were to travel
the same route for a brief time
in the 1930s, you’d see a very
different sign on the building:
“We buy frogs.”
Before The Music Man sold
trombones to River City, Lyle
Lanley sold a monorail to
the Simpsons, and your high
school bully tried to sell you
essential oils on Facebook, a
New Orleans transplant named
Albert Broel set out to sell the
world on frogs. That building on
Metairie Road was the center
of operations for his American
Frog Canning Company. The
company sold canned frog legs
to grocery stores and provided
live frogs to upscale shops like
Solari’s delicatessen in the
French Quarter. American
Frog ads blanketed newspapers
and magazines from Popular
Mechanics to the Poultry
Tribune, offering breeding stock
and training materials to help
readers get rich by farming them
at home.
“Our FREE book ‘A Fortune in
Frogs’ explains everything,” the
ads boasted.

Broel was a kind of
quintessential American
character, at various points
held up by editorial writers
as representing the best or
the worst of 20th century
capitalism. He arrived from
Eastern Europe during World
War I and, like a real-life Jay
Gatsby or Don Draper, managed
to repeatedly reinvent himself
with multiple businesses that
drew national headlines. He
also came under repeated legal
scrutiny. Over the course of his
career, Broel was investigated
for allegedly deceiving wouldbe frog farmers about the
viability of the trade, operating a
personal ads business used by a
notorious serial killer, practicing
medicine without a license,
and potentially faking his own
kidnapping and assault.
According to Broel’s personal
(and perhaps apocryphal)
history, he was born a member of
the Polish nobility in what was
then part of the Russian empire.
Broel was, he said, son and heir
to a count from the aristocratic
house of Broel-Plater. His
mother was of French extraction,
he wrote in his 1950 book Frog
Raising for Pleasure and Profit,
and from an early age spoke to
him of the virtues of frogs, which
she credited with saving her
life. During a period of illness

“When I came to this wonderful
country of Opportunity, I
continued with my medical
studies, later going into practice,”
Broel wrote. “I was devoted to my
profession and loved my work;
enjoying better than average
success—but ALWAYS—in the
back of my mind—raise frogs,
Raise Frogs, RAISE FROGS!”
According to a 1923 blurb in the
Detroit Free Press, Broel was a
graduate of the Chicago College
of Naprapathy (a still-practiced
alternative healing method
related to chiropractic medicine).
He worked as a “naprapath and
specialist in diet,” according to
the newspaper. But the night
before that description ran in the
paper, Broel’s “richly furnished
and elaborately equipped offices”
were raided by health officials.
They reportedly found “seven
diplomas from medical schools,”
but no license to practice,
according to the Windsor
(Ontario) Star. Broel, who then
used the name Albert BroelPlater, was fined $100.
HOT SINGLE GILLS
A few years later, Broel (using
the name Albert Plater) and
his wife Olga operated a
second enterprise: a Detroit
organization called the
American Friendship Society
(no relation to the Quakers) that
published a monthly newsletter
of paid romantic personal ads. It
solicited subscribers through its
own ads, placed in newspapers
around the country. It was one
of a number of such services,
known as matrimonial bureaus
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or (derisively) lonelyhearts
clubs. “The World’s Greatest
Letter Club has many rich folks
who seek new friends,” read
one ad for the service in the Los
Angeles Illustrated Daily News.
Another, similar ad appeared
in Weird Tales, the horror
and fantasy magazine. “If
you want ‘A Rich Wife!’ or
‘Wealthy Husband!,’” it read,
“send for our big (FREE) list of
descriptions.” The ad shared a
1931 issue with horror poetry
by H.P. Lovecraft—and other
ads promoting pathways to
romantic success. One pushed
a $1 book teaching readers to
woo their crushes through
mental telepathy. Another,
for Hawaiian guitar lessons
offered by mail, highlighted the
instrument’s sex appeal.
A 1936 New York Daily News
service estimated that personal
ad publications had a collective
100,000 subscribers. And while
such services were always
seen as a bit disreputable and
potentially dangerous, the
American Friendship Society
was at first treated by the press
as an amusing novelty.
Columnist J. Butterfield mocked
the society in The (Vancouver)
Daily Province in 1929 after
somehow being subscribed
to its listings, describing the
advertised women as sounding
too good to be true. It being the
1920s, Butterfield could not hit
“unsubscribe.” He lamented he’d
be stuck on the mailing list until
the day he died.
But stories took a different
tone when it was revealed that
the service was connected to
a more serious crime: a series
of murders committed by
Harry F. Powers, dubbed the
Bluebeard of Quiet Dell (the
community outside Clarksburg,
West Virginia, where he lived).
Powers, who was married, used
an assumed name to write to
dozens of women he found
through the Friendship Society,
according to reports at the time.
He visited Asta Eicher, a widowed
mother of three, in 1931,
convincing her to join him on a
road trip. They left the children
with a caretaker, who soon
received a letter (purportedly
from Eicher) indicating that
Powers would return for the
children. When Powers came

back to Eicher’s Illinois town, he
tried and failed to cash a check
on Eicher’s account. The bank
suspected Eicher’s signature was
forged. Powers swiftly left town
with the three children. The
Eicher family was never heard
from again.
A few weeks later, Powers
convinced a second Friendship
Society woman named
Dorothy Lemke to abandon
her Massachusetts home to
elope with him. First, she
withdrew $4,000 from her
bank accounts. She, too, would
never return home.

be lured unto your doom like
those at Quiet Dell.”
The Broels themselves came
under scrutiny in some of the
newspaper reports. Reporters
pointed out the opulence of
their Grosse Pointe home
and revisited Albert Broel’s
1923 conviction for practicing
medicine without a license.
Some reports aired a World
War I-era rumor that Broel’s
very identity was fake. An
unnamed Russian woman
had allegedly claimed that he
was in fact a servant to the

Detroit Free Press. Broel denied
allegations that he staged the
attack, and neither he nor
anyone else appears to have
been charged in the incident.
Soon afterward, Broel and his
wife Olga moved from Detroit
to Ohio. There, he would focus
full-time on raising frogs. When
he lived in Michigan, he kept
the creatures in a jury-rigged
greenhouse, housing them in
a rowboat filled with water
and plants. A steam radiator
connected to his house provided
heat. To simulate rain (which

Police investigating Eicher’s
disappearance discovered
letters Powers sent her from
Clarksburg. They contacted
police there, and the bodies of the
two women, along with Eicher’s
three children, were soon found
buried at Powers’ home. He
was convicted of murdering
all five victims and ultimately
executed, in a case that drew
lurid front-page headlines
around the country. Many of
the reports focused on details
of Broel’s Friendship Society
and other women who were in
correspondence with Powers.
Michigan Governor Wilber
Brucker started an investigation
into the Friendship Society,
which was incorporated as a
Michigan nonprofit, calling it
a “menace to the community.”
According to a 1931 United Press
report citing investigators, it
collected more than $100,000 in
fees—more than $1.6 million in
today’s money—over its roughly
four years of operation. By the
end of the year, Broel’s society
had agreed to shut down.
Broel’s society was never alleged
to have deliberately aided
criminals or to have defrauded
its subscribers. Still, it caught
blame for Powers’ killings
and generally fell afoul of
prudish sentiment. One report
questioned how Eicher, a widow
with three children, could even
find time for romance. Other
similar organizations around
the country also disbanded amid
public moralizing and fears that
others could meet a similar fate.
Murder ballads inspired by the
killings warned women against
corresponding with strangers.
“A moral lesson this should
teach for one can never tell,”
said the lyrics to one, “lest you

magazines, seeking students
for correspondence courses in
frog husbandry. According to
a columnist in the Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle those
cost between $47.50 and $57.50.
Over his career, Broel’s frog
businesses would often bundle
sales and training. At times,
they’d offer free frogs to paid
graduates of their courses.
Other times, they’d promise
free instructional materials to
buyers of frogs, emphasizing
what Broel saw as an untapped
market for bullfrog meat.
“There is a veritable gold mine
in the proper raising of giant
bullfrogs,” according to an
American Bullfrog pamphlet
quoted in the Democrat and
Chronicle. “The bullfrog raising
industry will equal that of the
automobile and the radio in
the not distant future. Now
is the time for ambitious, red
blooded American men and
women to realize that there is
no better way to avoid future
depressions than to rent or
buy a small plot of low-lands
(swamp) or to build a small
pond in the backyard and start
raising these money-makers,
with our instructions.”
THE FROGMAN COMETH

Broel was a kind of quintessential
American character, at various
points held up by editorial writers
as representing the best or the
worst of 20th century capitalism.
noble Broel-Plater family, not
an heir, masquerading as the
rightful count.
HIGH HIGH HOPS
Then, in early 1932, Broel was
found “semi-delirious” in a
ditch in suburban Detroit. His
car was burned nearby. He told
police he was kidnapped by two
men who beat him up, robbed
him, and set the car on fire,
producing a threatening note as
evidence. But the police called
the kidnapping a hoax, claiming
there were signs the note was
typed on Broel’s typewriter.
Officers also believed a type
of sand found in Broel’s boots
was present where the car was
burned, but not where Broel
was found, according to the

encourages breeding), Broel
used a hose and shower head
mounted on an umbrella.
In Ohio, Broel began plans
to farm giant bullfrogs more
formally, digging ponds on a
100-acre plot. He also honed
methods for canning their meat
for sale. He soon incorporated
as American Bullfrog Industries
in Fremont, Ohio, and told a
reporter his frog cannery would
employ more than 100 in that
city. The company produced
its first canned frog legs in
January 1933, and The Fremont
Messenger reported that they
tasted “delicious.”
That same year, American
Bullfrog began advertising in
Popular Mechanics and other
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Broel’s Ohio cannery plans
never came to fruition. In
April 1933, a state agricultural
official declined to license the
facility. Broel later claimed
he also realized he needed to
be somewhere with a bigger
supply of frogs. “That’s when
I decided to move to New
Orleans!” he wrote.
By the end of 1934, he moved
from the Metairie Road location
to 12 newly purchased acres
along Jefferson Highway where
he built a sprawling complex
with offices, a cannery and
slaughterhouse, and acres of
frog ponds. The frogs were fed
a diet including crawfish and
minnows, with the minnows
dining on specially planted
foliage, according to an
opinion piece in the McComb
(Mississippi) Enterprise.
“It struck us as the nearest thing
to perpetual motion we have
run into,” wrote the unnamed
author. “Man sets out the plants;
the plants feed the minnows;
the minnows feed the frogs; the
frogs feed the man.”

A pair of large frog statues
with electric lights for eyes
greeted visitors and passersby.
The compound even became a
tourist attraction, listed in the
Works Progress Administration
guide to Louisiana. American
Frog soon drew nationwide
attention as both a novelty and a
startup success story.
“Depression puts him into
strange business; makes him
nation’s biggest raiser of frogs,”
read one headline in the Asbury
Park Evening Press in 1934, just
above a picture of Broel.

by the name of O.J. Worm
incorporated the Worm Bullfrog
Raising Company, studying
Broel’s writing to learn the basics
and promising that frog would
soon be on his menu. In Tampa,
a father-and-son team opened
a “Giant Bull Frog” ranch, after
working with American Frog
to confirm that frogs would eat
fiddler crabs, which the area had
in abundance. “If you have never
eaten frog meat you have a real
treat coming to you because it
is somewhat like the breast of
chicken,” reported The Tampa
Daily Times in 1934, “only many

made money for himself and in
doing so has created new wealth
for his state and nation.”
But federal officials proved
more skeptical of Broel’s frog
business, particularly the side
of the company focused on
selling training materials to
fledgling frog farmers. In Ohio,
Federal prosecutors brought a
case against Broel and a young
employee named Sylvester
Schutt. They were accused of
falsely stating in marketing
materials that frog farmers
who paid for their course could

Broel let visitors see his frogs in
special display ponds, and food
vendors would set up shop selling
popcorn and ice cream to families
checking out the animals, though
he later limited public access
to protect his frogs (visitors,
he wrote, would sometimes
throw rocks at the animals to
see them jump). American Frog
also reached the public through
grocery shelves. It sold canned
frog legs under the Broel’s brand
and other frog and seafood
products under the Mardi Gras
label, emphasizing the company’s
ties to New Orleans. “A Southern
delicacy from the romantic old
French Quarters [sic] of New
Orleans, known the world over
for its culinary art,” read one label
on a canned dish of frog meat and
mushrooms.
American Frog also continued to
sell instructional materials and
live frogs to people looking to
start their own frog farms. “Raise
giant frogs,” read one typical ad.
“We buy what you raise.”
Newspapers throughout the
1930s ran stories about people
around the country and as far
away as Australia getting into
frog farming with the “Broel
system.” The Honolulu StarBulletin, for instance, reported
that Railway Express employees
were “astonished to receive a
crate of live frogs from New
Orleans.” They were destined for
the pond of Hilo’s Hayato Okino,
who was interested in testing
the viability of frog farming in
the then-territory.
And the Kokomo Tribune
reported in 1935 that “lots of
croaking can be expected” at
swamps outside the Indiana city,
where a local breeder was to start
raising frogs to sell to Broel’s
cannery. A Texas restaurateur

folks think it is much more tasty
and digestible.”
FROG FRAUD FRACAS
While many reports focused
on Broel-inspired frog farming
as a fad or curiosity, others
seemed to see the practice
as reaffirming the merits of
American entrepreneurialism
during the Great Depression.
“To individuals who have
no regard for the value of
personal initiative, here is
a splendid lesson,” read the
story in Mississippi’s McComb
Enterprise. “Here is a man who
through private initiative has

make more than $360 billion.
Authorities said that the frog
business was, however, quite
lucrative for Broel himself.
Within just four months, the
pair had allegedly cashed in
more than $15,000 in postal
money orders—more than
$280,000 in today’s money.
Around the same time, the
Federal Trade Commission
also ordered Broel to cease
and desist from making what it
called misleading claims in his
frog advertising.
Broel quickly sent a letter
to The Fremont Messenger,
denying the charges and
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taking “entire responsibility
for all matters connected with
literature disseminated by the
American Bullfrog Industries.”
He emphasized that Schutt was
merely an employee with no say
over the wording of ads. Broel
also denied claiming that it’s
possible to make $360 billion
raising frogs. In his telling, he
was merely reprinting a quote
he found in a newspaper from
someone extrapolating from
frog breeding rates.
The criminal charges were
ultimately dismissed, and Broel
entered into a settlement with
the FTC. Among other things,
Broel agreed to stop saying that
wild frogs are practically extinct,
that a certificate from his course
made someone a “’qualified’
frog culturist,” and that frog
meat can help treat diabetes. “I
was overenthusiastic about the
product, that’s all,” Broel said.
Reporters and consumer groups
also became increasingly
skeptical of the frog business.
The Cleveland Better Business
Bureau called Broel’s frog
business a “strange racket.”
A finance columnist named
Kenneth B. Haas, writing in
the Bowling Green (Kentucky)
Park City Daily News, took a
particularly harsh tone, saying
that while “you must admire the
crust of men who can sell saps ten
frogs for forty-seven fifty,” Broel
“had never been any more honest
than the law required.” Haas
implied that Broel had simply
been in search of a new line of
income after his Friendship
Society had shuttered. “Then
Mr. Broel probably reached for
his dictionary, placed his finger
momentarily at ‘friendship’ and
slowly and sadly moved it down
to ‘frogs,’” he wrote. “Frogs!
Happy thought. And now the frog
business has slumped. What will
it be next?”
Despite the bad press, Broel’s ads
still appeared across the country,
and he continued to operate the
cannery for a few more years. He
ultimately shut it down citing
health issues and continued
difficulty getting enough frogs to
keep up with demand. The land,
along the Mississippi River just
outside New Orleans, had also
become too valuable to use for
farming, he wrote.
Broel’s daughter, Bonnie Broel,
wrote in her self-published

supply of fish, bugs, crawfish,
or something else that writhes
in the mouth of a hungry frog.
Frogs will also eat smaller frogs
and tadpoles, so larval, young,
and mature frogs often need
separate ponds to prevent
rampant cannibalism. And
once they’ve grown big enough
to sell, usually after a couple
of years, it can be a difficult,
slapstick task to actually catch
the slippery suckers.

2007 memoir House of Broel:
The Inside Story that her father
sold the land, using the money
to buy real estate in Detroit,
where he eventually returned.
The Jefferson Highway
property was soon scooped up
by the Seventh Ward Jefferson
Lions Club, with statues of lions
replacing the frogs.
Broel’s frog farm fans fared no
fairer. The Tampa farm, which
opened with great fanfare, was
forced into receivership by
aggrieved investors who alleged
the founders had pocketed
funds meant to buy frogs. A
1936 legal notice announced a
bankruptcy auction, noting that
even the “tadpoles will be sold
free of liens.”
IT’S ALL A BIT FROGGY
It turns out that raising frogs
isn’t particularly easy, experts
say. To this day, multiple state
agriculture agencies warn it
should be seen as a hobby, not an
investment. “Individuals selling
‘breeding pairs’ of bullfrogs to
unsuspecting potential frog
farmers have undoubtedly
cornered the market on the only
profitable aspect of ‘commercial’
frog production!” warns the
Missouri Department of
Conservation, in a report that
rivals Broel’s book in its embrace
of exclamation points.
Frogs can be fragile. They’re
vulnerable to disease when
crowded together on a
farm. They’re also easy
targets for predators, like
snakes, raccoons, and birds.
Carnivorous themselves, they
only eat live prey. Farmers
have to also raise a steady

The bottom line is that raising
frogs is both labor and resource
intensive. The Missouri
Department of Conservation
estimates it takes about 1.15
pounds of live prey to ultimately
“produce a 0.4 pound bullfrog
with marketable legs.” Imported
meat from frogs caught in
the wild costs between $2.70
and $3.20 per pound, while
domestically farmed frogs can
cost up to $12.70 per pound to
raise, making the practice wildly
uncompetitive, according to the
Missouri report. “It doesn’t take
much of a mathematician to
rapidly reach the conclusion that
attempting to commercially raise
bullfrogs has the potential to be a
short-cut to the poor house!” the
department exclaims.
Yet Broel, even after he shut down
his own canning plant and farm,
continued to earnestly preach
the frog gospel. Despite what
the Bowling Green columnist
predicted, he didn’t break into a
new industry, or start advertising
a new kind of newsletter in the
backs of popular magazines.
Instead, he dived into putting
together his Frog Raising book, a
comprehensive guide to what he
called “frog culture.”
The 1950 tome includes a
startling number of frog recipes:
a gumbo made with frog meat
and tomatoes; a sandwich spread
produced with ground frog,
cream cheese and condensed
milk; frog fondue; frog omelets;
frog and pineapple salad. The
book also envisions other uses
beyond food, like selling frogs
for biology classes, for pets, and
even for Main Street window
displays. “Can you imagine HOW
MANY MORE people would stop
to look at a window-full of giant
bullfrogs?” Broel wrote.
Dismissing Broel as simply
a con artist, as some of his
critics did, seems too simple.
He appeared to have a genuine

fascination with frogs and to
believe in raising them, even
after he quit the game. And he
did try to help his frog buyers
succeed, from corresponding
with farmers handling
unexpected predator problems
to testing new kinds of food.
Similarly, his dating newsletter
was seen as sleazy by the
standards of its day, including
by newspaper publishers
who enjoyed reprinting its
listings, and it was questionably
registered as a nonprofit. But
there’s no evidence of fraud, or
that it ever was anything but
what it claimed to be: a listing of
personal ads sent in by readers
across the country.
Broel’s exact intentions in so
vehemently promoting frog
farming will always remain
a mystery. So, too, will his
true identity. There are a few
versions, some contradictory,
of Broel’s sensational story
of surviving World War I and
coming to the U.S. They appear
in historic newspaper reports
dating back to the war itself,
as well as his book and his
daughter’s book. But it’s hard
to know whether the variations
amount to self-reinvention or
decades-old reporting errors,
misunderstandings, or liberties
taken by journalists seeking a
good story.
The claim that Broel was a family
servant masquerading as an heir
is also difficult to probe. Usually
sourced to an unnamed Russian
woman speaking during World
War I, it first appears more than
a decade after the war ended. In
one New York Daily News report
from 1931, the Russian woman is
said to have been deported with
her husband who was studying
chemistry in Valparaiso, Indiana,
“with the intention of blowing
up public buildings,” but neither
spouse is named. Reports of such
a case aren’t readily found.

languages including English
and French, suggesting that he
did come from an upper-class
background.
Bonnie Broel is a well-known
entrepreneur and designer in
her own right. She runs the
Garden District wedding venue
House of Broel in an exquisitely
decorated antebellum mansion
on St. Charles Avenue and
delights in showing it to visitors.
For decades before, she ran a
bridal gown store there by the
same name. Her business is in
part a museum, with displays
of garments she’s worn as
Mardi Gras royalty and of her
own creations. There’s a dress
she designed that was worn by
Anne Rice for a mock funeral in
1995—Rice was carried in a coffin
to the Garden District Book
Shop for an author event—and
decades of advertisements for
the bridal shop, including one
showing a bride kissing a frog.
There are elaborate dollhouses
and miniatures she painstakingly
put together, including a Russian
palace inspired by her father.
And there’s a room devoted to
frogs. It houses sample labels
from Albert Broel’s products,
the typewriter and printing
press that produced his books—
Bonnie Broel told me she
remembers her father keeping
it in the bathroom for privacy—
and innumerable frog knickknacks collected over the years.
Copies of Broel’s books and
brochures are placed with pride
inside a display case.
For her part, Bonnie Broel wrote
in her book—dedicated to “Dr.
Albert Broel-Plater, a true Noble
Man”—and confirmed in an
interview that she believes her
father was indeed the count he
claimed to be. “I believe he is
who he said he was,” she said.
“But if it wasn’t, like I said in the
book, we’re children of God—
what difference does it make?”

FROG DYNASTY
In her memoir, Bonnie
Broel wrote of traveling to
her father’s ancestral home
in present-day Lithuania.
Neither there, nor through
other research, has she found
any records of his birth or
evidence that the Broel-Plater
family had such a son. But,
she wrote, her father came
to the U.S. fluent in multiple
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Illustrations by Happy Burbeck;
all other images from Frog
Raising for Pleasure and Profit
(by Dr. Albert Broel)

I did want to ask you a little bit
more about Aaron. I know he has
his own project, MoPodna. How
does his persona of MoPodna
intersect with People Museum?
Are those collaborations
different than how Aaron
participates as the drummer of
People Museum?
CG: Persona-wise, Aaron is just
Aaron when he plays with us. I do
think Aaron consciously is MoPodna
when he does MoPodna, and that’s
a whole world that he’s tapped into,
that’s genius. But when he’s with us,
I think it’s musically very separate.
Which is what we want. We don’t
want it to be “People Museum
featuring MoPodna.” He is such a
good producer that he can divide up
the sections of his creative brain.

People
Museum
Shakes Off the Ice
By Julia Engel
KATIE SIKORA

In their newest release, I Could Only See Night, People Museum explores a
new chapter of collaboration and experimentation. As a group, the band is
extremely hands-on and DIY when it comes to constructing every aspect of
their music: from songwriting to producing, mixing, on-stage visuals, and
music videos. On this particular EP, it’s clear that they now feel comfortable
enough to open the doors wide for both internal and external collaboration,
as they funnel their energy into a more cohesive vision. With masks on and
social distance between us, I sat down with bandleaders Claire Givens and
Jeremy Phipps in my courtyard on a recent afternoon. Though the three of us
are arguably rather soft-spoken, we fell easily into immersive conversation. In
talking with them, it became clear to me why Phipps and Givens work so well
together. The two both have formal musical training, but in different ways:
Givens, who was only in one band prior to People Museum, studied classical
music in college; Phipps, a St. Augustine graduate with a background in
traditional brass band music, has toured all over the world with big-name
acts like Solange, GRiZ, and Rubblebucket, to name a few. It’s almost as if
the two started out on opposite ends of a spectrum and just happened to meet
symbiotically somewhere in the middle. Joining forces alongside drummer
Aaron Boudreaux and bassist/sousaphonist Charles Lumar II (who was
Phipps’ bandmate while on tour with Solange), they have merged together to
forge a new, exceptionally innovative sound.
When did you guys form? How
did that happen?
Claire Givens: Technically we
started in 2015.
Jeremy Phipps: Oh, shit.
CG: Yeah, it’s pretty crazy. We
don’t often talk about this part… I
had this punk-pop thing that I was
doing. And it ended just tragically.
The guy that I made the music with
kicked my keyboard over, and it
was a big dramatic thing. And I was
like, “Oh, all this great music that I
had is just now gone, and I’m never
going to do music again.” And then I
met Jeremy, and we started writing
music the day that we met. We were
writing with other people and it
wasn’t going in the direction that we
wanted to go in. So we decided that
we were going to write everything
together, just Jeremy and I. That
was when, in 2016, we just wrote a
ton of music. And that’s all we did.

We didn’t perform it—we just wrote
music together.
JP: For that whole year. And some
of the songs off of this album were
from that [time]. So we’ve been
dipping into the older [stuff ]. I
mean, we write new songs, but
every album dips back into the first
[year of writing]. After this album,
we’ve completely depleted our 2016
resources! [all laugh]
CG: Which is exciting and scary.
What are everyone’s roles as band
members? Claire, you’re doing the
vocals, and the keyboard—
CG: I suppose I often play
keyboard, but so does Jeremy. But
all that is in this little machine
called an [Roland] SPD-SX
[sampling pad]. Is that correct?
JP: S... P... D...
CG: [laughs] We always call it
“P90X.”

Oh, yes! Oh my God, P90X. I
remember that.
CG: We always just make up funny
names for it. It’s the bane of our
existence, but also the reason we are
who we are.
JP: Yeah, it’s the fifth band member.
Ha, cool. And Jeremy: trombone,
backup vocals, and keyboard?
JP: Every now and then background
vocals. I’m mostly producing. We all
produce sort of, but I guess I’m “The
Producer.” But Aaron [Boudreaux]
also. It’s become more universal. But
yeah, and trombone, obviously... And
Gingeroo bottle, too.
Yes, I was going to ask you
about that.
JP: It’s become an instrument of
mine now. It started off as a fun thing
to do because I needed more stuff to
do [live]. Horns in pop, it’s like icing
on a cake. You come in, but then you
have a lot of time to just sit there.
CG: Yeah, I think people don’t realize
how much of Jeremy is actually in
the track. That so much of what he’s
done is in the track, so [on stage] he’s
just kind of like, “I’m here to perform,
I’m a trombone player. I did do all of
this stuff that you can’t see, but I’m
here to perform and entertain.” And
the Gingeroo bottle is a way to get the
crowd hyped. [both laugh]
Is it always a Gingeroo bottle?
JP: [laughs] Yeah, no other bottle.
Actually, it’s funny you say that.
I tried a different bottle, and it
wasn’t as good. The Gingeroo
bottle is special. It’s so thick and it
has such a nice tone to it. Gingeroo
is an instrument. That’s not a
drink. [laughs]
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Leading up to the formation of
People Museum, can you tell
me what projects you were both
involved in independently, before
you met? Jeremy, I know you had
a lot of different stuff going on.
JP: Yeah, I had a solo project called
Saint Bell. And that kind of died
because I wanted to collaborate
with people. I didn’t want to do
everything myself. And then touring,
I had like gig gigs. There’s an infinite
amount of those people [that I
toured with]. [chuckles]
CG: The only thing that I really was
in before this, I guess, was the band
that I had called Baby Bones, which
was very short-lived. I moved here
in 2014, right when I graduated from
college. In college, I was studying
classical music. And I was very
interested in interpreting stories
and characters in music. I was doing
operas and musicals and stuff. And
I was just like, “I love doing this, but
also I hate the perfection quality
of it.” Because all through college,
I felt like, “I’m a fuckin’ punk. I’m
studying opera music, that’s punk. I
don’t care what y’all say.”
JP: Opera is punk.
CG: So then I felt like, “I want to
have that energy, but I’m not allowed
to do that on stage. So I’m going to
see if I can write music myself.” The
Baby Bones thing was the first time I
ever did that.
Claire, what made you decide to
move to New Orleans after college
then? What brought you here?
CG: My brother [Christopher
Givens, co-founder of the Mayjacks
Artist Collective] moved here in
2005, and I would always come visit
him. I’m from West Monroe, which
is, you know... it’s Trump country.
It was then, but now it’s out in the
open. I was just like, “I gotta get the
fuck outta here.” My brother is able
to be an artist in this place, and able
to create stuff. And he doesn’t seem
like he’s struggling and in this crazy
grind to make money. This seems
like the perfect place to be an artist.
And I would come visit him and
we would talk about art, talk about
movies, and he would take me to

BRYCE ELL

Gasa Gasa, September 2018
parties and show me what was going
on. I felt like, “This is the coolest
place in the world. I don’t want to go
anywhere else.”
Jeremy, You’re from New Orleans,
obviously. But you’ve been gone
and then come back a bunch,
right? You were in Minneapolis or
something for a while?
JP: Oh, yeah. I had to go out there
for a couple months to be in a play.
CG: Tell her about what kind of
play it was!
JP: Sorry, I’m so bad at talking
about stuff. It was a play about
Buddy Bolden in L.A. And I had
to play Buddy Bolden’s protégée.
They had this theatre out there
that’s a mixture between actors in
the community and adult special
needs actors as well. They tried
to do it in New Orleans, but in
Minneapolis it was much more
successful. It’s an all-inclusive
acting troupe. It was great. It
was about Storyville and old New
Orleans, and the way that jazz and
prostitution used to kind of all
work together.
That’s dope. I didn’t know that
you had an acting streak!
JP: I guess so! [all laughing] It’s
strange to say, but I just like saying
yes to stuff.
How do you guys see your
audience? Who are they to you?
What do you think you bring
them, as a band?
JP: Ooh. That’s a good question. I
know at least in New Orleans, we can
fulfill the niche of people that are
looking for something that’s not like
New Orleans, but in New Orleans.
Because I feel like New Orleans has

such a specific sound to it—which is
amazing, but there’s so many people
fulfilling that need.
CG: I don’t know why, but the first
thing that comes to mind is that I
feel like we’re really uncool. [both
laugh] And so I feel like anybody is
our audience, and anybody could
have a good time. And we’re going

CG: I think that’s so true. And
I think that’s all four of our
personalities: it’s not about us; it’s
never about us.
JP: Yeah, don’t even watch it!
[Laughs] No, I’m joking, I’m joking.
CG: I mean, that could be to our
detriment, but I don’t think we’ll
ever want to change that.

“We can fulfill the niche of
people that are looking for
something that’s not like New
Orleans, but in New Orleans.”
to do whatever on stage. We’re not
going to posture, or pretend like
we’re big giants or something, you
know? Or that we’re cool. We’re
just doing something that we really
love, and inviting people to do
whatever they feel comfortable
doing. I just want it to be dark, and
I want people to feel free to party
in whatever way they see [fit] to
take that. I don’t want to go to a
show where people aren’t running
around or being strange! I feel
most uncomfortable in a crowd
that’s got their arms crossed,
or that’s just watching and not
interacting with the music.
JP: The New Orleans inspiration
that I see behind the band is like,
music out here is for the [people]. If
you go to a second line, for example,
it’s not really about the musicians.
It’s about everybody. And that’s
something that I always try and
keep with [me].

I guess it depends what your
goals are.
CG: I think it’s such a crazy balance
between: yes, we want to keep doing
this for a long, long time, and we
want to be successful. But we also
don’t want to be the kind of artists
who are pandering to some idea of
what a successful artist is. We don’t
want to be slackers, we don’t want to
be like “slow New Orleans,” but we
[also] don’t want to be phony.
Which is maybe the challenge of
pop music.
CG: I mean, it’s a huge challenge.
We picked the wrong genre for our
personalities! [all laugh]
How excited are you to be
working with Community
Records and Strange Daisy to
release I Could Only See Night?
The vinyl that will be released in
July looks so rad. How did this
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collaboration come about?
CG: The collaboration is a dream
come true. I’ve looked up to so many
people on Community over the
years—I used to listen to NOVA ONE
to get myself to relax and go to sleep
and GLAND was just larger-thanlife cool and inspiring for me. I’ve
been lightly spamming Community
Records with our music since our
first release in 2018, but them and
Strange Daisy felt really connected
to this specific EP and offered up
the idea of making vinyls with us,
which was another dream come
true! I am always about different
groups of people getting exposed to
our music and getting the chance
to weave in and out of all different
genres. I think being with these two
is opening the world up a little more
for us, which is so sick.
JP: I’ve been a Community Records
fan since I was a teenager and I was
put on to Strange Daisy a couple
years ago. I’m excited to work with
people from this area who have so
much knowledge and we seem to gel
well together. It’s a dream come true!
I think my favorite song from
this EP might be “Ice.”
JP: Yeah, that’s my favorite song too.
Can you tell me a little bit
about the lyrics for that song?
Especially when you say, “Shake
the ice off your back.” What are
you talking about?
CG: Yeah, um... I’m trying not to
be too specific, but I write all the
lyrics so Jeremy can’t help me. [both
laugh] New Orleans has this thing
with dating where you date a lot of
the same kind of [people]. I don’t
know, I hear this word a lot: “Peter
Pan boys.”

KATIE SIKORA

JP: Peter Pan???
CG: Yeah, and I felt like I was
having the same kind of repetition
of let-downs of people that I was
emotionally involved with. And I was
just like, “I don’t know that I want to
continue to tell people my whole life
story—this is getting exhausting.”
And then I met somebody, and I felt
like, “You know what? I’m going to
do this one more time. I’m going
to do this thing where I open up
to somebody.” And that was the
“shaking the ice” off of me, being
like, “I’m going to close all of this
up, I’m going to freeze it away.” And
then I thought, “One more time?”
And now, that person is someone
that I believe I will be with forever.
So yeah, it was a song to me about
giving it one more go when you feel
like you just can’t do it anymore.
I was really intrigued by the
lyrics in general on this EP.
One other lyric that stood out
to me was on “Forever,” where
you say, “Forever is a long, long
time to waste with you.” Damn.
That’s cold!
JP: Yeah, that’s a strong line. You get
a strong line from time to time there.
CG: That’s one of the songs from
way back in 2016. That song is about
mental loops that we get in. And
you know, people can tell you things
that send you down in a spiral. I am
very obsessive-compulsive, so if
somebody tells me something, I will
never forget it and I will let it spin
around. And the idea—people will
get caught in my head, I can’t stop
thinking about them. So that song
is just the idea of trying to break
that obsessive-compulsive cycle of
thinking and destructive spirals that
we have as people.
I’m that way, too. I’m envious of
people who can just throw things

One Eyed Jacks, November 2019
off. No, I can’t do it.
CG: Oh, I cannot. And this is so
funny, Jeremy never knows—nobody
ever knows what the lyrics are about.
I never talk to him about what the
songs are about.
JP: I didn’t know any of this ‘til
just now!
CG: Sometimes they’ll have their
own lyrics—like the band will have
their own lyrics that they think is
happening, which I think is great. I
like the idea of them having a story
that’s going on, and I have a story,
and everybody’s bringing their own
idea to the song.
JP: Yeah, now that I think about it,
that is dope.
To be honest, sometimes I
couldn’t really tell what you were
saying. But then it would have a
minute, or a second of clarity and
then the song would kind of just
keep going.
CG: [with emphasis] I like that.
When I’m listening to Thom Yorke
or something, and I mishear his
lyrics and they inspire me to write
something—that’s the most fun part.
I like being misinterpreted! [both
laugh] I like that you don’t know
what is going on, which also goes
back to the opera stuff—I always
knew what was happening. It’s very
scary to be like, “Hi, I’m Claire,
here’s what I have to say, here are
my lyrics about my personal things.”
So, that’s also a huge part of the
vocal processor that I use—it kind of
muffles what’s actually going on.
Some of the artwork that you’ve
done, such as those for I Dreamt
You in Technicolor, “Bible
Belt,” and “Eye 2 Eye,” you’ve
used really big pops of color
and I’ve noticed that the dress
you guys wear on stage is very
color-blocked. I’ve noticed it

too in the music videos you did
with Camille [Lenain, director
and editor of the music videos
for “Bible Belt,” “Let Me Love
You,” and “Clockwatcher”].
And I hear it in the sounds of
the music. It’s saturated, it’s
intense, and it’s very intentional
sounding. So I don’t know if
there’s something behind that
or if it’s just the natural style
you guys have created?
JP: I think it is sort of a natural
style, but I know that at some point
in my life or in playing music, I felt
like, “it needs to be interesting to
look at, too.” It should be interesting
to look at just as much as it is
interesting to listen to. I think Claire
and I were on the same page with
that since the beginning. [To Claire]
you make a lot of the decisions on
the colors and stuff like that. But
with the album covers, we kind of got
lucky in a way, with catching people
at the right time and they’re just
super talented. Arielle Bobb-Willis—
we called her right before she moved
to Brooklyn and became this huge
[photographer], on our first album.
And now, she works with everybody—
like Lady Gaga and Lizzo.
CG: Yeah, and Billie Eilish and shit.
JP: Billie Eilish, yeah. She did
a cover of Vogue. But we caught
her right before [she got huge].
But, yeah, in our first show, they
were like, “We have this random
projection person who happens to be
here, would y’all like to use him?”
CG: Oh, the lights guy, yeah.
JP: Was that Nate [Nathaniel
Beckett] that time?
CG: Yeah. The guy who does the
tube lights. And he was like, “I’m
just here, I’m trying to work some
stuff out. Would y’all just want to
use my lights for your show?” It was
all these accidents that led up to:
“This is an aesthetic that we want
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to stick with.” It’s like minimalistsaturation, or something, I don’t
even know. I’m very anal about how
everything looks and how everything
ties together from the beginning to
now. With the compositions of the
albums, and the colors... I’m crazy
about, “Does this fit with everything
we’ve done before? Does this tell a
story? What’s going on here?”
I can see that even in just the
album titles: I Dreamt You in
Technicolor.
CG: I’ve always been obsessed with
Fiona Apple—
JP: Oh yeah, she kills album titles.
CG: I want to make something
where you [go] “What? Uh... OK?”
They stick with you, all of
those titles.
CG: With the saturation thing,
though, sound-wise, that just goes
back to the thing of you want the
sound to just take over, like you’re
in a black, dark room and you could
do whatever. You can feel free to
be whatever. When I go to concerts
that are really fucking loud, and I
feel like I’m in space or something, it
takes me to a really special place in
my brain.
Yeah… I miss that.
JP: [Sighs] I was talking about our
dream show the other day, and man
that show was just—
I was going to ask you that! I
wanted to first start talking
about Saturn Bar, but then I was
going to ask y’all if there was one
venue in New Orleans that you
could play at right now—a dope,
sweat-packed show. But it can’t
be Saturn Bar.
CG: Definitely Saturn Bar. [all laugh]
JP: It just would be Saturn Bar.
CG: Well, that’s the most special place.

JP: It’s the closest to our dream
show. I was visiting France one
time—I was in Paris—and I went to
this club, and it was super dark, and
all you could see is just these colored
lights scattered around and it’s super
packed. And this music was just
goin’. And it was connected to the
idea of, “This is not about anybody.
We all are just experiencing this.”
And that’s my dream, you know?
CG: I was just going to say the same
thing. I went to this place in Berlin,
have y’all heard of Berghain? It’s a
multi-level club... I don’t know what
it used to be, some kind of factory?
And it’s just a huge, concrete place
with all these different rooms. And
it’s dark, and there’s just saturated
light, and it’s fucking loud, good,
amazing music—and you have no
idea what it is, but you’re like, “I feel
amazing.” And all of these people
are doing their own thing. That’s the
ideal show.

Saturn Bar forever.
CG: It’s the people’s place.
Mhmm. As special as this place
is for music, there’s also a lot of
taking-advantage-of that happens
here. I don’t know if you guys have
any thoughts about that.
CG: I mean, fuck, I have a lot of
thoughts about it.
JP: There’s no laws with the
music business. There’s not a lot of
governing factors in music.
CG: Independent musicians don’t
have a lot of power. And you’re
subject to whatever the venue
decides to do, which is pretty bleak.
It can be pretty bleak, at the end
of the night. [laughs] I think about
it a lot. I think about what it’s
gonna look like on the other side of
coronavirus.
I think that conversation is starting
to happen amongst bands—there’s
another way to do this. Especially in

“I want to be inspired
by young people who
are doing weird shit”
I do want to talk with you guys
about Saturn Bar, because y’all
expressed some really sincere
sadness about its closing. And it’s
where you did your last album
release [in December 2019]. That
was actually my first People
Museum show.
JP: First of all, I’ve just had so many
fun nights at Saturn Bar. Just going
to Mod Night, going to see a random
band, and I think because the stage
is on the floor and then the crowd is
over you, it makes it sort of that vibe
that we talked about where it’s the
band and this crowd are all together.
CG: It’s like communal, yeah.
JP: Yeah, and people are ducking
from the trombone. That’s the type
of vibe that I like. And also, the
owners are so nice, and they have
one of the best deals for bands—I
think they just let you keep the door,
or something?
CG: They just give a shit about
music and give a shit about taking
care of musicians. I mean, why
would people come to New Orleans
if it weren’t for musicians? And they
get that, and they’re not trying to
fuck with musicians, which so many
venues do. It’s so frustrating, that
they don’t understand why people
are coming to New Orleans. We do
it for many reasons, but also, it is
our job. This isn’t like a throwaway
thing to us. And I don’t know, I think
[Saturn Bar] just takes musicians
seriously. They have a lot of respect.
JP: Every album release was going
to be at Saturn Bar, no matter
how... even if by some chance, we
get really successful, we want to do

New Orleans, it’s such a communal
place, and it’s such a community
place. Surely we can do this in a way
that benefits all of us better. I think
ever since the mutual aid stuff has
come about, and people have had the
time to think about, “Oh, I’ve been
getting fucked for the past howeverlong I’ve been doing this. Where’s my
power, where’s my say in this?”
JP: Well, the good thing about New
Orleans is that because the laws
are so lax around here—which [is]
bittersweet!—if you want to do a
house show, you can make your own
venues here. In other cities, a lot
of shit is regulated. But I hope that
social distancing ends at some point!
Social distancing is my least favorite
thing... But I think people will still
be cautious, even when we’re back.
But hopefully, things will be able
to be to-capacity. Because I don’t
think music works without capacity.
Social-distance shows, there’s just
no energy. And it’s just the facts. I
mean, it’s for obvious reasons—to
be safe—but the truth is, I’ve been
to them and it’s just like throwing a
grenade and it doesn’t blow up. It’s
just a dud.
That’s kind of what you guys
are feeling?
JP: I mean, we are doing it.
CG: We are doing one show in April.
JP: Yeah, at The Broadside.
CG: The outdoor thing.
JP: So we’re gonna do these socially
distant shows... You have to do
something. Hopefully by then, we’ll
cont’d on pg. 44
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Master ultimately fell through,
leaving us with only this document.
Those who like this style of thrash
but want a little more polish should
check out Owens’ much sharper
demo with local “New Wave of Shitty
Heavy Metal’’ leaders Total Hell.
While the 24-year-old’s already vast
discography leans heavier on garage
punk, DD Deth and Total Hell show
that this metal maniac has a lot of
potential if he wants to follow that
path. —William Archambeault

REVIEWS

JON BATISTE
WE ARE
(NAHT JONA/VERVE
LABEL GROUP)
You know how some people just have
the kind of smile that’s infectious?
Jon Batiste has that. And if it’s
possible for such a smile to take the
shape of a group of songs, this is it.
WE ARE is full of hope—though
its brand of optimism is far from
blind. The lyrics found throughout
do their due diligence speaking to
many of the important issues facing
us right now. Batiste makes a point
of calling back to his roots with a
long list of New Orleans features: his
alma mater’s marching band, Hot
8 Brass Band, Trombone Shorty,
and fellow St. Aug grad and 2021
Grammy nominee PJ Morton, to
start. And then, wait, what? Novelist
Zadie Smith? Holy shit. This release
appears to be Batiste’s declaration
that he’s moving to the next chapter
of his musical career. The content
of these tracks is so relentlessly
diverse: the opening song “WE
ARE” is a New Orleans anthem.
“MOVEMENT 11’” is all piano key
magic. “CRY” is soul. “BOY HOOD”
and “WHATCHUTALKINBOUT”
showcase Batiste’s experimentation
with rap and hip-hop.
“ADULTHOOD” alludes to both
Jackson 5-style R&B and funk.
I can’t help but wonder if what
Batiste is serving us here is a
musical bildungsroman: starting
with the legacy he was born into,
the influences of his origin city,
and moving into his adult years
in New York. Though it’s a far
cry from “Saint James Infirmary
Blues” (Hollywood Africans, 2018),
Batiste assures us that he’ll “never
have the message of pop.” Instead,
“MAVIS,” the segue track preceding
“FREEDOM,” hints at the central
theme of this album: what, exactly,
is the definition of freedom? If you
asked him, Batiste would probably
tell you that freedom is defined
primarily by its constraints. And
with WE ARE, Batiste is certainly
trying to break free. —Julia Engel

BRIJEAN
FEELINGS
(GHOSTLY INTERNATIONAL)
Brijean is the collaboration between
Brijean Murphy (percussionist for
U.S. Girls, Toro y Moi, Poolside) and
producer/multi-instrumentalist
Doug Stuart (Bells Atlas, Meernaa,
Luke Temple). Both have a
background in jazz, as is evident
in the duo’s loose, improvisational
style, though their sound is also
derived from disco, pop, Latin, and
soul. The songs on Feelings, their
debut full-length, are dreamy and
rich, full of groovy bass lines and
upbeat bongos and keys. Murphy’s
bright, ethereal vocals provide an
additional layer of enchantment.
This is music to both chill and dance
to, providing much needed feelgood vibes. The songs blend into
each other, crafting a comforting
musical world that calls the listener
to explore new perspectives. On
“Softened Thoughts,” Murphy sings
“Screens hidden from my view / My
mind feels renewed / Colors shading
shaped take on new hues / And then
I danced a little too / And then we
start to feel it too.” “Feelings” is a
sensual, thoughtful disco track (“I’m
floating in motion / Breathing in it’s
crisp so nice / If you keep doing what
you’re doing / Maybe time will slow
tonight”). At 32 minutes, Feelings is
a nice little escape, providing some
optimism for what may come.
—Mary Beth Campbell
CHA WA
MY PEOPLE
(SINGLE LOCK)
Cha Wa’s second album Spyboy
scored the local group a Grammy
nomination. This time around, they
sound determined to go for the win.
On My People, Cha Wa continues
fusing Mardi Gras Indian chants
and brass band blowouts with just
about everything else this city has to
offer. They get down to some meanas-hell funk grooves à la Meters
on “Wildman.” Joseph Boudreaux
Jr. is a formidable frontman in his

colorful Mardi Gras Indian suits,
but he also knows when to step back
and let others take the spotlight.
For instance, the title track is
actually sung by trumpeter Aurélien
Barnes. This album benefits greatly
from a wide array of collaborators
who lift the group’s sounds to new
heights. The tender “Love in Your
Heart” showcases beautiful vocals
from Anjelika “Jelly” Joseph (of
Tank and the Bangas fame). The
group also joins forces with Alvin
Youngblood Hart for a psychedelic,
Afrocentric reinterpretation of Bob
Dylan’s “Masters of War.” While
Cha Wa spends most of the album
exploring the city’s diverse sounds,
they close it out by bringing it all
back to Boudreaux’s Mardi Gras
Indians roots with a live vocaland-percussion rendition of the
traditional “Shallow Water” at famed
Indian hangout Handa Wanda’s.
—William Archambeault

DD DETH
S/T
(GOODBYE BOOZY)
If you’re a fan of obscure thrash
metal demos from ‘80s bands
that never went anywhere, this
release is for you! Sick Thoughts
and Trampoline Team hellraiser
Drew Owen recorded these demos
alone on a 4-track during a pretty
miserable winter in Finland between
2017 and 2018. These tunes reek of
worship for Metallica’s Kill ‘Em All
and Venom’s Welcome to Hell. On
“Last Rites,” Owen pledges his very
soul to rock‘n’roll. “Kill Lucifer! Kill
Christ! Rock‘n’roll to my last rites!”
shouts Owen before ripping into a
brief guitar solo. These raw demos
probably aren’t too palatable for the
average listener, but the grime adds
an extra bite to the already rough
tracks. Owen’s plans to re-record
these songs with local band Bloody
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LAURA FISHER
APOPHENIA
(SELF-RELEASED)
Laura Fisher’s new solo album is all
elegant melancholy, a mood Fisher
extends from the first song to the last.
One of the last albums to be recorded
at the Music Shed before its closure
due to the pandemic, the production
is intentionally sparse. Most of
the album is instrumental, and the
languid piano, clearly reminiscent
of Erik Satie, is as gentle as a rainy
day. On the rare occasions that
Fisher’s voice comes through, like
“Frankincense” or the gloomy “Sun
Gray,” it converses delicately with the
piano without interrupting the mood.
Only one track, “A Roseate Spoonbill
o’er the Grand Bayou,” ventures into
divergent territory with the addition
of some cheerful synth. The word
apophenia is defined as the tendency
to perceive meaningful connections
between seemingly unrelated things,
and you get the sense throughout
the album that Fisher is searching
for the essential vision behind her
own music. The meaning between
the connections doesn’t always come
through to the listener, but what
does is Fisher’s determination to
find her own world and stay there.
The album invites you to join her in
this wistful dreamland, and it is the
perfect accompaniment for those
moments when you just want to float
downstream. —Holly Devon
VALERIE JUNE
THE MOON AND STARS:
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR
DREAMERS
(FANTASY)
Memphis singer, songwriter, and
multi-instrumentalist Valerie
June’s new album, The Moon
and Stars: Prescriptions For
Dreamers, is a deep dive into the

pain of love lost and, ultimately, a
reflective journey towards inner
peace. June’s distinct vocals are
a commanding blend of the best
parts of Appalachian folk music
and Memphis soul. Her vintage
sound pays homage to the roots
and traditions of both styles while
simultaneously allowing space
for more modern influences. The
instrumentals on “Within You,”
for instance, sound like they were
pulled from a hip-hop track, and
the background vocals on “Stay”
are reminiscent of those on TLC’s
R&B hit “Creep.” Nature sounds
and meditation-style melodies fill
the empty spaces between songs.
However, the album finds its crest
with the track “Call Me A Fool”
featuring Carla Thomas, who is
often referred to as the Queen
of Memphis Soul. The ballad is
highlighted by powerhouse vocals
and June’s unapologetic lyrics.
“Darling, they call me a fool / For
your love, baby / And I’ll be a fool
any time,” she belts in a soulful
twang, as if to declare that love
is sweeter than the sorrow and
scrutiny that often accompanies it.
With The Moon and Stars Valerie
June owns her heartache and
continues to define her unique
sound. —Shirani Jayasuriya

MOGWAI
AS THE LOVE CONTINUES
(ROCK ACTION)
As the Love Continues is the eighth
studio album from Scottish postpunk band Mogwai, as well as the
band’s first U.K. number one album
in their 25-year history. Like their
earlier music, the songs on As the
Love Continues are sweeping and
elegiac. They manage to invoke
great melancholy without being
overly personal or precious about
it. Instead, there is an empty space

present in every song, as though
created for the listener to project
their own thoughts and feelings.
Having said that, the songs do have
an elevated energy and sense of
urgency about them, perhaps in
part because they were written
and recorded at the height of the
pandemic. With the exception of
“Ritchie Sacramento,” everything
is instrumental. Synths, strings,
drums, and the silent spaces in
between are used to convey the
spectrum of sadness without
getting completely lost in a sense
of hopelessness. The album does
lag in the middle, though the
energy is revived by the Smashing
Pumpkins-adjacent “Ceiling
Granny.” Other notable tracks
include the surprisingly danceable
“Supposedly, We Were Nightmares”
and “Midnight Flit,” whose uneven
beat contrasts sharply with the
steady central chord, amplifying the
unease that sits at the album’s core.
—Mary Beth Campbell

TASH NEAL
CHARGE IT TO THE GAME
(BLACK HILL)
Classic rock is alive and thriving on
Tash Neal’s solo debut Charge it to
the Game. A one-man embodiment
of the Rolling Stone Top 500, Tash
wears his influences proudly and
loudly. His guitar wails through the
decades, heavily pulling from the
funk, disco, and freedom of the ‘60s
and ‘70s, while also incorporating
a few modern tricks, some Tashclassics, and licks that go back to
the origins of blues guitar. Creating
this album was survival for him. A
horrific accident, a family death,
a shift in the consciousness of our
nation: the first track, “Something
Ain’t Right” touches on all of it.
“Something ain’t right / Another
dead in the night / Though my
father isn’t here / I can hear his
words so clear / We’ve been doing
this for years and years.” A classic
Beatles-inspired love song, “Like a
Glove” follows to give us a romantic
respite before we jump back in, full
force, with “Boomerang” and “All I
See is Blood.” There is a lot of rage
and hope underlying these gorgeous
melody lines. This album feels
explosive. Tash’s guitar screams
for change along with his lyrics. He
demands to be heard.
—Sabrina Stone
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GEORGE PORTER JR. &
RUNNIN’ PARDNERS
CRYING FOR HOPE
(CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
SOUND LABS / COLOR RED)
This new solo album from local bass
legend George Porter Jr. is much
welcomed. His only solo output in
the last decade was comprised of
a solid but brief four-song EP in
2015 and an album featuring rerecordings of lesser known Meters
nuggets in 2011. Crying For Hope is
evenly split between charming vocal
tracks and tasty instrumentals. Hard
grooving opener “Crying For Hope,”
the album’s first single, stands out as
the strongest piece. Porter, inspired
by last year’s monumental Black
Lives Matter movement, sings, “I’m
dreaming of the day when I can walk
and say ‘I’m feeling so comfortable
living in the USA.’” Indeed, the world
is still a little bit under the weather
five decades after the Meters sang
about it. Instrumentals like “Porter
13A” and “Cloud Funk” exemplify
the type of fiery interplay between
musicians that made Porter’s longstanding Monday night slot at the
Maple Leaf a local favorite prior to
the pandemic. On vocal cuts like “I’m
Barely” and “Just Start Groovin’,”
Porter sings with a voice rich with
wisdom and experience. Crying For
Hope firmly reminds listeners that
Porter still has a lot of funking left
in him and that you would be wise to
listen up. —William Archambeault

SILVER SYNTHETIC
S/T
(THIRD MAN)
Silver Synthetic might not have a
giant billboard by the Superdome
like Eyehategod, but they do have a
modest mural across the street from
Euclid Records. The local group’s
first full-length is 33 minutes of solid

slacker rock. Fans of loud, eccentric
rock music might recognize half of
this band from local garage rippers
Bottomfeeders and guitarist Kunal
Prakash from his recent years
with JEFF the Brotherhood, but
don’t expect a grandiose fuzz fest.
Instead of stirring up chaos, Silver
Synthetic turns things down a
notch and offers listeners a chance
to lay back and relax. They wisely
keep their arrangements minimal,
creating a space that allows the
songs to breathe. Much of the
album sounds like an homage to
various rockers of the late ‘60s and
early ‘70s. Since teaming up with
Third Man Records, the group has
made a couple of music videos,
presumably with Jack White and
Co. footing the bill. The video for
“Unchain Your Heart” transforms
the band’s performance at One Eyed
Jacks into a faux German-rock TV
special, complete with a cameo from
Quintron as German-speaking host
Jonny Wünder. The video for “In
the Beginning” follows singer and
guitarist Chris Lyons from lounging
around his absolute pigsty of a motel
room to drinking at a dive bar that
fuses the outside of Gretna’s own
Naughty Knight Lounge with the
interior of Bywater joint Bud Rip’s.
—William Archambeault

SLANT
1집
(IRON LUNG)
Seventeen minutes of explosive
hardcore fury! Slant has rightfully
earned a reputation as one of the
most powerful punk bands in all of
South Korea. Their 2018 demo and
2019 EP made quite a buzz across
the globe, but 1집 (Korean for “first
album”) knocks them both out of
the water. Yeji’s pissed off vocals
sound absolutely vicious on top of
turbocharged hardcore on tracks
like opener “Enemy.” On “Modern
Addictions,” she uses her pipes to
articulate the helpless feeling of
being trapped in our never-ending
addiction to online content. This
severely antagonistic album is
unrelenting in its execution. The
band doesn’t let up for even a
second, creating a tidal wave that
crushes everything in its path. This
album is an excellent reminder that
hardcore doesn’t have to be about
REVIEWS CONT’D ON PG. 40

nobody has all the answers, an
acknowledgement which requires
ongoing dialogue within our
communities and approaching
difficult, even painful questions
with curious and open minds.

MARIAME KABA
WE DO THIS ‘TIL WE
FREE US: ABOLITIONIST
ORGANIZING AND
TRANSFORMING JUSTICE
(HAYMARKET BOOKS)
“Hope is a discipline,” Mariame
Kaba says—a mantra for these
times. We Do This ‘Til We Free
Us: Abolitionist Organizing and
Transforming Justice is the longanticipated collection of essays
and interviews from Kaba, a prison
abolitionist and organizer who
has long shared her polymathic
brilliance under the moniker
Prison Culture. Her central thesis
is that “cages confine people, not
the conditions that facilitated
their harms or the mentalities
that perpetuate violence,” calling
to mind peer Dr. Ruth Wilson
Gilmore’s argument that prisons
are a geographical solution to a
social problem.
As a result of the George Floyd
uprising and subsequent calls
to defund the police, “prison
abolition” entered the mainstream.
The language of defunding was
quickly recuperated—that is the
nature of carceral capitalism—coopted by opportunist politicians,
careerist activists, and carceral
feminists. Kaba’s collection
regrounds us in actual abolitionist
praxis, forged by decades of
organizing led by BIPOC women,
queer, and trans people—not
coincidentally largely led by
survivors of interpersonal and
systemic violence.
What does it mean to be an
abolitionist? What is (and
isn’t) transformative justice?
Which reforms are reformist
reforms, upholding carceral
institutions, and which reforms
are abolitionist? Kaba offers
frameworks, like a guide for
evaluating reforms and examples
of campaigns that have been
successful in their goals. This
book is not an instruction
manual. She emphasizes that
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What could a New Orleans without
police look like? It’s less a question
than a challenge, requiring agility
and commitment to ego-less
course correction. Kaba stresses
the need to act “at the individual,
community, institutional, and
societal levels.” One commitment
is never calling the police. Another
is writing to imprisoned people.
Another is opposing increases
to police funding, instead
advocating for reallocation to
social goods. In November, during
a city council budget hearing,
hundreds submitted comments in
support of defunding the police.
Instead they’ve been expanding
the punishment bureaucracy:
unanimously extending curfew
to 17-year-olds and considering
an ordinance encouraging NOPD
to enter “blighted” properties,
criminalizing anyone taking shelter
inside or hanging out on the lot.
They want more money to do that.
What if our collective wealth was
spent on housing? Health care?
Kaba’s provocations don’t merely
suggest that another world is
possible—one in which people
have what they need to live with
dignity—but that that world is being
held captive in our names.
What campaigns can we support
that lessen harms and reduce
violence? A local coalition led by
Women With A Vision is current
campaigning to decriminalize sex
work in Louisiana. Newly elected DA
Jason Williams claimed that he was
in favor of decriminalizing sex work
on the campaign trail, but has yet
to take a definitive stance now that
legislation is in the works—another
piece of evidence that “progressive”
DAs will not save us and that this
system is unreformable. We can also
support teachers unionizing, which
helps stabilize school conditions
for both teachers and students and
contributes to fewer kids getting
funnelled into the carceral system
from an early age. What other
campaigns can we start? Who can we
put pressure on? What can you do
in your daily life to experiment with
new approaches to social relations?
In an interview with Eve L.
Ewing, Kaba says “We can’t do
anything alone that’s worth doing.
Everything that is worthwhile
is done with other people.” This
book revitalizes our belief that the
messy work of abolition is our only
shot at a less ugly, abject world. It’s
going to be a hot summer. Fortify
yourself with this book to prepare
for necessary creative destruction.
—Marisa Clogher and Beck Levy
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reinventing the wheel. Sometimes, it
is better to grab that wheel and spin
it as hard and fast as possible. Slant
closes the album with the fierce
anti-service anthem “Casualty.”
This seething attack, coming from
a country where men undergo
compulsory military service, feels
far more venomous than anything
their American counterparts could
conjure up. The band recorded
part of this album at beloved Seoul
punk venue GBN Live House. Those
curious to hear more from Slant
and Seoul’s diverse punk bands
should also check out the venue’s
lengthy Golden Hits compilation on
Bandcamp. —William Archambeault

TIANA NOBILE
CLEAVE
(HUB CITY)

WASTE MAN
ONE DAY IT’LL ALL BE YOU
(FEEL IT)
Two-and-a-half years is an eternity
between albums for a young punk
band. Thankfully, the wait for Waste
Man’s newest effort is well worth
it. The local group feels a bit more
refined in their execution this go
around, but are still vicious and
bloodthirsty when they want to be.
They hit the ground running on
opener “The Siren,” which lures
listeners in with catchy grooves and
then bashes them over the head with
thick guitar chords. One Day It’ll All
Be You hits hard at times, but would
probably be a better soundtrack for
dimly-lit dance floors as opposed to
fist fights. The album’s first single,
“Run All Night,” stands out with
some great pop hooks and even has
wacky outer space guitar delays.
The band rightfully gets a lot of
comparisons to SST’s quirky catalog,
but brings plenty of their own vibe
to the table. The album closes with
“Sinking (Trapped in a Skin),” their
highly unsettling five-minute epic.
Jack Long’s stuttered vocals sound
like a man coming undone while the
band soundtracks him with sparse,
bleak guitar and abstract drumming.
Three minutes into the song, the
band suddenly jumps into action
with their final frantic assault.
—William Archambeault

Part documentary and part
confessional poetry, Tiana Nobile’s
debut collection, Cleave, navigates
loss, longing, and the poet’s coming
of age as a Korean American
adoptee grappling with the trauma
of being severed from her mother
and the erasure of her origins.
Epigraphs from Harry Harlow’s
research on attachment theory,
“The Nature of Love,” thread the
collection. Other documentary
poems are incisive criticisms of the
politics of transnational adoption.
“Operation Babylift” is a horrific
account of the 1975 plane crash that
killed 78 Vietnamese children. In
“The Stolen Generation,” which
features an erasure of the Aboriginal
Protection Acts of 1869 and 1886,
the poet asks, “How do you begin
to reconcile a cleaving? / We try to
hold each other without touching.”
The poetry in Cleave, then, is as
personal as it is political. Delicate
yet powerful lyrical moments wax
and wane throughout, beginning
with the first poem, “Moon Yeong
Shin,” a meditation on the poet’s
original name: “I will orbit the
earth like a moon / searching for
its shadow.” The voice and poems
in this collection are inquisitive,
intellectual, and sensual in their
beauty. They search for both
meaning and love, and the formal
scope of the poetry is delightfully
expansive. —Michelle Nicholson

fought against suppression and
segregation. A treasure trove of New
Orleans history, the very existence
of the book is nothing short of a
miracle. When Shaik’s father was in
his mid-30s, he received a call from
his best friend and Economy Hall
member Louis Wilderson Sr., who
offered him the leatherbound, raindrenched books—a century’s worth
of records. While it was ultimately
his daughter who finally brought
the contents of this archive into
the light, Economy Hall is a rich
repository of family lore and lived
history that dates back generations.
Though the book is a meticulous

FATIMA SHAIK
ECONOMY HALL: THE
HIDDEN HISTORY OF A FREE
BLACK BROTHERHOOD
(UNIVERSITY OF
VIRGINIA PRESS)
Economy Hall: The Hidden History of
a Free Black Brotherhood is the story
of a historic 7th Ward brotherhood
of free men of color who supported
and inspired each other as they
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work of scholarship, the intimacy
of the author with her material
is obvious in the way she brings a
century of New Orleans history
to life. The book begins with the
Haitian Revolution and its impact
in New Orleans, establishing the
complexities of race relations in
the city out of which Economy Hall
would emerge. Soon after, Shaik
introduces Ludger Boguille, whose
father was likely involved with the
Haitian Revolution and who became
the secretary for the brotherhood,
documenting their meetings with
elegant handwriting and expressive
flourishes. Boguille acts as our
guide through the tumultuous 19th
century. Through his notes, we
watch the brotherhood take on the
hypocrisy of white New Orleanians,
and we grieve and worry with him as
white supremacist Reconstructionera violence wreaks havoc on a
community we have grown to
love. By the end of the book, it is
impossible to shake the feeling that
a hundred years of New Orleans
history is now intermingled with
your own memories, making the
book an invaluable resource for
anyone seeking a nuanced, human
understanding of New Orleans’ past.
—Holly Devon

RED LIGHT FEVER

We move on to the QPAS. It’s a
surprisingly sexy little module
from Asheville, North Carolina.
“This is basically a really
complex controller—I use it to
sculpt the sound, almost the way
an engineer would control EQ in
a studio and resonance.”

“The Roland JP-8080 is
probably my oldest piece of
equipment. They discontinued
it in the early 2000s. It’s my
favorite to compose with.
There’s also my Korg Electribe
EMX-1. It’s an all-in-one groove
box. It can do synths, drums...
you can technically bring
samples into it, but it was made
before the SD era. It takes smart
media cards (nobody uses them
anymore. They don’t even hold
a gigabyte). I really like the
vintage feel. It’s easy to play
with. There’s not a lot of menudiving. A lot of my equipment
is from the early 2000s. In the
late ‘90s, early 2000s there was a
leap in technology where people
were creating synthesizers that
were polyphonic but digital.
The switch to digital chips made
everything smaller, cheaper.”

By my request, Staib turns on
the Heath 25 MHz Oscilloscope,
which does absolutely nothing
for the sound but makes the
waveforms visible on the tiny
monitor of a ridiculously cool
old-school hospital equipmentlooking device.

“My most unusual module is
called a Modbap. People who
make similar music to me created
a module based off the SP-404. It
does delay, tape stop, beat repeat,
and it’s fun because it’s got arcade
buttons. It comes from a specific
genre of modular hip-hop, where

Back to the useful tools, he
explains, “The Polyend Preset
is my controller. There’s no
audio coming out of it. With
the modular stuff, it can change
everything in an instant, so I
use this to recall the presets
I’ve already created. It also
determines how much of the
effect is actually being applied.”

people make hip-hop beats with
modular gear.”

As we talk, Staib is DJing and
showing me the change of effects
on a track he’s building over a
local artist, A.J. Hall’s, sample
pack beats.

Sabrina Stone

“I play keys,” Staib tells me.
“Once I’ve got a vibe with a bass
and a synthy sound, I would
bring in a keyboard and play. I
can control these synthesizers
with a keyboard, so I’d play on
top of a loop I’ve created, like
[the one we’re listening to], and
record all of the layers.”

SABRINA STONE

TWANZ
“When I hit this, it turns that one. It’s communicating with control
voltage, which is, like, midi, but electricity, not 1s and 0s.” —TWANZ
Imagine a treehouse filled to
the gills with laptops, MIDI
controllers, pedals, cables,
oscillators, and synthesizers.
Now imagine you’re a French DJ
from Baton Rouge who gets to
play there for hours every day. It’s
not a bad version of adulthood for
Antoine Staib, a.k.a. TWANZ.

a polyamp preset, which basically
records CV [control voltage],
so I can save patches from the
modular, with electricity.”

The core of Staib’s setup is a
completely customized modular
synthesizer. “I spent time finding
the sound that I was going for
and testing out what equipment
got me there. Each one of these
pieces has a different purpose,” he
explains. “The main elements are:
effects, samplers, oscillators, and

Once the samples are stored,
he runs them through an Erica
Synths Black Hole DSP2, a multi
effects unit. “The Black Hole
does reverb, delay, ambiance, and
widens things out in stereo. I can
run anything out of it. Sometimes
I’ll run full samples just to give
them more character.”

When we first open the gate and
climb the steps to his digital
den, I have a pretty specific
preconceived image of the space
inside. I am wrong. Every square
inch of that creation station is
covered in modules. I lose count
less than halfway through, trying
to quantify the sheer number
of screens and controllers
surrounding us.

SABRINA STONE

The next hour and a half is
basically me spinning around
in a swivel chair, excited to be
in an aerial gear playground,
pointing to shiny box after shiny
box, asking, “What’s that one?
What does it do? What’s that
one? What does it do???” While
Staib thoroughly, calmly, and
graciously answers each time.

We break it down and go
through each mod, starting
with the 1010music Bitbox mk2
16-channel sampler. It’s pretty
straightforward: a tiny silver
box that stores samples on an
SD card. Inspired by the box,
we talk about what Staib enjoys
sampling. “I’ll sample songs
that I’ve already made, so I can
make live changes on the tracks
and perform without using a
computer. I sample old records:
mid ‘70s to mid ‘80s era has a lot
of Rhodes and Wurlitzer with
really pretty-sounding chords.
I sample the end of the songs
and the breakdowns. The less
elements, the more simple it is,
that’s the stuff I like to use that I
can build on top of. I’m looking
for simple, progressive chords
that I can add as a nuance for the
texture of the thing I’m building.
Usually the samples are not the
main element, they’re just an
added instrumentation on top.”

“The Black Market Colour
Palette is part of something I’m
building out. So far, it’s a tape
saturator, another saturator,
and Class A transistor—it’s a
color module. I write sound in
it. It’s subtle. It’s more of my
mixing thing. I run it through
this at the end to beef up my
sound. The Intellijel is another
box I’m still building.”
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When I ask Staib if that’s the
genre he considers himself to be
in, he replies, “Yeah, modbapfuturistic-techno. I’d also be fine
with electronic hip-hop, abstract
hip-hop, breakbeat hip-hop,
rhythmic bass, house, techno,
futuristic techno hip-hop…”
I forget to even ask about the
vibey live videos he makes to
accompany his music, but his
skills are needed for a recording
session next door, so we descend
the treehouse stairs and part.
For more on TWANZ go to
soundcloud.com/twanzie or
Instagram: @twanz.
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People Museum

exciting! And I think it should be
amplified. There’s this old guard of
people who say, don’t pay attention
to that. We’re going to pay attention
to this person at The Spotted Cat,
and keep playing their stuff over
and over again. But then that person
also is going to SideBar, and is doing
something weird. I think that should
be respected just as much by the
whole musical community, and the
world, you know? But if they don’t
respect it here at home, then it’s not
going to grow.

cont’d from pg. 35

be in a phase where they can have,
like, 50% capacity instead of the 25%
that it is right now.
CG: That one’s going to be
deliberate, because they have that
huge screen, we can have a certain
kind of experience that you couldn’t
have at, maybe, Saturn Bar. It’ll be
some kind of immersive thing, ‘cause
we’ll have the visuals up on that
huge screen with us. It’ll be cool; it’ll
be special.

I think that’s something that
Preservation Hall was trying to do.
They were struggling to find their
place in how to make traditional
New Orleans jazz relevant.
JP: That’s a hard thing to do.
[laughs]
CG: One of my favorite shows
I’ve ever seen I actually saw at
Preservation Hall, and it was not
jazz! It was Mountain Man.

I feel like there is some overlap
between how you guys dress
on stage and what Solange has
done with the one-tone, or tonal
dressing, you know what I mean?
JP: Yeah, and the power of
simple things. Just everybody
wearing the same color can be
[makes mind-blowing motion].
Everybody turning their heads
slightly to the side at the same
time can be immersive. And
also, choreography. I had never
thought about choreography
at all, because I thought
choreography was cheesy. But
then, her and this other band
Rubblebucket that I was in,
they showed me how horns can
be used in an interesting way.
Because my whole career, I was
like, man... horns. They do the
same thing; they ask you to do the
same things. But those were two
touring situations where I was
like, “Finally, somebody’s asking
me to do something different.
And I’m learning how horns fit in
pop music.”

People Museum’s mix of
traditional brass instruments
like the trombone and the
sousaphone, with the electronic
pop sounds: from my perspective,
that’s one of the biggest draws
to your music. That’s what your
fans are attracted to. Do you
think that’s where the future of
New Orleans music is going?
JP: I do. Because even though the
musical difference is pretty drastic—
like when you look at Stooges Brass
Band turn into just The Stooges,
they’re a band with a guitar and all
of that now. You have people like
Trombone Shorty [who] went from
trying to reinvent New Orleans
music to what he brought it. And
then Shamarr Allen, same thing. A
lot of people are moving forward and
I feel like, in some way, even though
the music is very different, we, or
me, personally, are trying to take this
concept of New Orleans and bring it
to a different place.
CG: I agree. I would love to see
people younger than us mess around
with brass instruments and get

Gasa Gasa, September 2018

excited about them. ‘Cause I want
to be inspired by young people
who are doing weird shit... I feel as
though a lot of people are leaving
New Orleans because they’re like, we
can’t get anywhere in New Orleans.
And then there goes a chunk of
the youth culture that makes New
Orleans exciting and relevant. And I
would love for people to fuck around
with tradition and stay here and
collaborate, you know?
JP: It’s kind of inevitable. Because
people just feel boxed in by this
concept of tradition. That’s probably
always been the case, and it will
continue to be the case, I think.
CG: I always think about this
Mark Rothko thing where he says,
“Respect the father, but kill him,”
or something. I love that there’s
traditional jazz music around New
Orleans. I think it’s awesome. I
think it should stick. But I also
think that those people also should
be allowed to go and plug in some
pedals, and [take] their horn and do
weiiirrrd stuff. I see people doing
that at SideBar—or I did. And it’s so
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Yeah, yeah! I worked those shows!
CG: It was incredible, I like that idea
of taking this sacred old space, and
introducing something new into it...
I love the idea of a bill being like,
“Here’s folk artist Julie Odell, and
then here’s People Museum, and
then we’re gonna end the night with
DJ Chinua playing house music.”
That is so exciting.
JP: Also, back in those days, when
they were popular, jazz at the time—
CG: —Was the subversive music. I
think people forget, ‘cause they’re so
academic-minded about it now, that
this music was wild. You need to let
something wild come in there, too.

KATIE SIKORA

“Horns in pop, it’s like
icing on a cake.”

BRYCE ELL

Jeremy, what was your time with
Solange like?
JP: Hmmm... It taught me how to
make (or to watch) a show go from
a small rehearsal space to a crowd
of 20,000 people. That’s the thing
I took the most from it. And also, I
got to travel the world, which was
dope. And you’re kind of living on
the coattails of somebody who has
a #1 album, and what’s that like?
Just the fast-pacedness of it, I think
that’s what I took the most from
it. And the way that she treats her
live shows, with the outfits, and
the aesthetic, and stuff like that.
I’ve taken so much from that. But
yeah, like “How do the big dogs do
it?” I feel ready, if that moment
ever showed itself. And I know
there’s a lot of people who want
this thing, but there’s a lot of skills
to learn. And it’s very different
from performing small clubs and
stuff like that, as far as dealing with
all of these different people. The
operation becomes SO huge. And
I was, the whole time, just taking
notes. I would be talking to the
tour manager: “What does your job
entail?” And the light dude: “What’s
your job entail?” And what’s the
responsibility of this assistant or
that assistant?

An extended, hyperlinked version of
this interview will be available at
antigravitymagazine.com.
I Could Only See Night will be
co-released by Strange Daisy and
Community Records on April 9.
You can preorder it as a double EP
on vinyl with People Museum’s I
Made a Madman Out of Me and You
Laughed on communityrecords.org.
People Museum will be appearing
with Big Freedia at the Broadside
Theater on April 9.
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FOOD, DRINK & GROCERY
Mid City Pizza
homemade sauces and dough
440 Banks St. 70119
504-483-8609
6307 S. Miro St. 70125
504-509-6224
midcitypizza.com
Molly’s Rise and Shine
Breakfast spot from the
Turkey and the Wolf people
2368 Magazine St. 70130
504-302-1896
mollysriseandshine.com
New Orleans Food Co-op
Community-owned, local products, all natural
2372 St. Claude Ave. 70117
504-264-5579
Nolafood.coop

COFFEE, TEA & JUICE
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Euphorbia Kava Bar
Premium kava selection & herbal intoxicants
8726 Oak St. 70118
504-655-5406
euphorbiakavabar.com

Whitney Plantation
Louisiana’s only museum with an
exclusive focus on the lives & histories of
enslaved people
5099 Louisiana Hwy 18 70049
225-265-3300
whitneyplantation.org

Fourth Wall Coffee
Tea drugs ﬂowers books & wine
614 Gravier St. 70130
instagram.com/fourth.wall.coffee
HiVolt Coffee
Gluten-free, veg-friendly, catering
1829 Sophie Wright Pl. 70130
hivoltcoffee.com
504-324-8818
Las Brujas
air roasted coffee & juices, delivered
lasbrujascoffee.com

New Orleans Trap Kitchen
Commissary Kitchen in Bywater hosting
pop-ups and the Bywater Sunday Market
instagram.com/notrapkitchen

Pond Coffee
Espresso at Small Mart
2700 Chartres St. 70117
pond.coffee

Stein’s Market & Deli
Jewish-Italian deli, eclectic beer selection
2207 Magazine St. 70130
504-527-0771
steinsdeli.com

Sacred Grinds
The only cafe in Mid-City’s Necropolis
5055 Canal St. 70119
504-482-1143
facebook.com/SacredGrinds

Suis Generis
Food evolution, new menu weekly
3219 Burgundy St. 70117
504-309-7850
suisgeneris.com

Whatever Coffee
Coffee pop-up and concierge for Stein’s Deli
2207 Magazine St. 70130
504-356-1117
steinsdeli.com/home/coffee

Turkey and the Wolf
Sandwiches, cocktails, and everything nice
739 Jackson Ave. 70130
504-218-7428
turkeyandthewolf.com

BARBERS & SALONS
Factotum Barber
Tight cuts, close shaves and a slice of
old New Orleans
902 Piety St. 70117
504-208-9801
factotumbarber.com

MERCH
Inferno Screen Printing
Full service screen printing & merchandise
504-305-4025
Infernomerchstore.com

COMMUNITY
Krewe of Red Beans
Creating gig-work opportunities and buying
groceries for New Orleans culture-bearers
Feedthesecondline.org

ART SERVICES
Bywater Fine Art Printing
custom photo printing service for
photographers and visual artists
201-240-2190
bywaterﬁneartprinting.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Dynamo
Lady-owned, romantic boutique for every body
2001 St. Claude Ave. 70116
504-534-8697
dynamotoys.com
Maypop Community Herb Shop
Herbs & concoctions from experienced,
community-minded herbalists
2701 St. Claude Ave. 70117
504-304-5067
maypopherbshop.com
New Orleans Abortion Fund
Affirming bodily autonomy and providing
health care access to those in need
Help Line: 504-363-1112
neworleansabortionfund.org
New Orleans Shaolin
Martial arts training in a non-macho
environment
3921 St. Claude Ave. 70117
nolashaolin.com

Z’otz Cafe
Eclectic mom & pop cafe
8210 Oak St. 70118
504-861-2224
zotzcafe.com

RECORDS/CDs/TAPES
Euclid Records
Two ﬂoors of new & used vinyl,
tapes & CDs
3301 Chartres St. 70117
504-947-4348
euclidnola.com

Rosalie Botanicals
Medicinal herbs, extracts, spices &
local products
3201 Toulouse St. 70119
504-488-4425
rosaliebotanicals.com

TOBACCO/CBD/VAPE

Domino Sound
Used & new vinyl specializing in reggae
& int’l music
2557 Bayou Rd. 70119
504-309-0871
dominosoundrecords.com

MUSIC EQUIPMENT
Webb’s Bywater Music
New and used, sales and service
3217 Burgundy St. 70117
504-304-5965

The Herb Import Company
vitamins, herbal remedies, detox, spiritual
supplies, hookahs, pipes & vaporizers
5505 Canal St. 70119
504-488-4889
712 Adams St. 70118
504-861-4644
711 St. Peter St. 70116
504-525-4372
Herbimport.com
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GIFTS & APPAREL
DNO
Dedicated to New Orleans
1101 First St. 70130
504-941-7010
Dno.la
EKS Concepts
Brutalist glamour lingerie designed and
made in New Orleans
eksconcepts.com
Glitter Box N.O.
Handmade gifts & artful offerings by
woman and non-binary artists
1109 Royal St. 70116
504-568-0955
glitterboxno.com
No Rules Fashion
Daring fashion in the heart of the
French Quarter
927 Royal St. 70116
504-875-4437
norulesfashion.com

BOOKS, COMICS & MEDIA
Crescent City Comics
Comics, graphic novels, models,
gaming & more
3135 Calhoun St. 70125
504-309-2223
4916 Freret St. 70115
504-891-3796
Crescentcitycomics.com
Octavia Books
Independent, locally-owned, handpicked selection
513 Octavia St. 70115
504-899-READ (7323)
octaviabooks.com
Single Lock Records
Releasing an interesting and accurate
collection of the best of Southern
American music
singlelock.com
WTUL New Orleans
Celebrating over 50 years of
progressive stereo
91.5 FM
tulneworleans.com

To inquire about advertising in
ANTIGRAVITY get in touch at
advertising@antigravitymagazine.com

There are few satisfactions
as gratifying as recognition
from our contemporaries. The
Three of Pentacles represents
a moment when our work is
complete and ready to be seen
by those who might appreciate
what we have accomplished.
We have grown over this last
year in our work in the world
and as distinct individuals.
The effort we have put into our
emotional lives has shown in
our actions and choices and
others definitely do notice. We
might realize we are capable of
doing what we never thought
we could. Whether this is the
case in our career or artistic
pursuits or community
organizing or even in a
romance, we have expanded
our ability to communicate and
our capacity for objectivity.
Two steps forward and one step
back can feel deeply frustrating,
especially when that dance is
part of every stride we make,
but it is progress. A better

version of ourselves has become
available and we are advised
to step all the way into it even
though it still feels so new.
We will be asked, of course, to
use our heightened abilities right
away. The Five of Wands will
hand us some challenges, even
push back at us in ways that feel

It is our differences that foment
the most satisfying interactions,
processes, and completed
projects. Without conflict,
without differences, without
certain compromises, all we have
is one person running roughshod
over the others. The upcoming
tussle might feel annoying, but it
is not dangerous and it actually

Will you work for a
liberated world even if you
will never live in it?
familiar. We have new insights,
however, and we will meet old
conflicts or recurring problems
with fresh strategies. Conflict is
often creative; in fact, conflict
is often the basis of perspective.
Differing viewpoints within
friendship, family, and unified
communities are what make us
strong and dynamic as a group.

leads somewhere of value. It
leads to an outcome that may
exceed our expectations and even
plant a seed for what comes next.
Justice herself arrives to
grant us her approval and to
begin work she could not even
entertain just one year ago.
The institutions that have long
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claimed to support Justice are
shifting beneath her seat at the
bench. Though her wisdom tells
her these changes are necessary
and right, that knowledge does
not make the transformation
easier. Our dear Justice is deep
in contemplation upon her
internal moral compass. Her
discomfort must also be ours,
because our discontent is the
vehicle that will move us into
liberation. Justice asks us a
simple but profound question,
will you work for a liberated world
even if you will never live in it?
Justice is preparing herself for a
long, uncomfortable road ahead,
but she does so with resolve
and gratitude. Conflict and
uncertainty are guaranteed, but
so are beautiful sunsets, small
victories, and sweet rewards of
loving others on their own terms.
May we revere the humanity in
those yet to walk upon this soil.
—Michelle Embree
(@michelle_embree); illustration
by Karla Rosas (@karlinche_)

